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All-solid-state batteries, which use a solid electrolyte, are a promising technol-

ogy for improving the safety of currently commercialized batteries based on liquid

electrolytes. However, to enable all-solid-state batteries with high energy densities,

we need to integrate solid electrolytes with high-voltage and high-capacity cathodes.

The interface between solid electrolytes and high-energy cathodes is often thermody-

namically unstable, which can lead to reactions and the formation of decomposition

products which cause high interfacial resistance. One solution to improve resistance

and poor contact at the interface is the application of a coating layer, which can

act as a physical barrier between the solid electrolyte and the cathode and prevent

decomposition.

I performed first-principles computation and thermodynamic analyses to study

the thermodynamic stability and Li-ion transport in coating layers for solid-solid in-

terfaces. I used a high-throughput systematic analysis of phase diagrams based on

a materials database to study the decomposition energy and products of reactions



between coating layer chemistries and layered and high-voltage cathodes. My ther-

modynamic stability analysis revealed that the strong reactivity of lithiated and

delithiated cathodes greatly limits the possible choice of materials that are stable

with the cathode under high-voltage cycling. The computation results reaffirmed

previously demonstrated coating chemistries and identified several new chemistries

for high energy cathodes. In particular, I found that lithium quaternary phosphates

and lithium ternary fluorides were two promising materials classes, with good sta-

bility with high-voltage cathodes and sufficient lithium content to enable Li-ion

transport.

I next studied the interface stability between solid electrolytes and common

cathodes. The lithium garnet solid electrolytes are promising among known solid

electrolytes because of their high temperature stability, good stability in air and

moisture, and wide electrochemical window, but have limited stability against a va-

riety of cathodes. To guide the development of coating layers for the garnet-cathode

interface, I analyzed the stability of garnet with families of lithium ternary oxide

(Li-M-O) coating chemistries and revealed factors governing the stability of mate-

rials with LLZO garnet and high-energy NMC cathodes. In addition to classifying

known coating layers, I provide detailed guiding tables for coating layer selection

and identify and discuss several new promising coating layer materials for stabilizing

the interface between garnet and high-capacity cathodes.

The crystal structure of a coating material plays a major role in transport

properties such as Li-ion diffusivity and conductivity, which are required in the

coating layer to achieve low interfacial resistance and good battery performance.



Alumina is widely used as a coating layer in batteries and other applications, and

has decent stability against a wide range of solid electrolytes and cathodes. I used

first-principles molecular dynamics simulations and nudged-elastic band calculations

to study Li-ion transport and migration barriers in several crystalline polymorphs

and amorphous alumina. I found structural features in the Al framework, specifically

the Li-Al distance variation, determined migration barriers in both crystalline and

amorphous structures. Based on this structure-property relationship, I investigated

how Li content, defects and off-stoichiometry changed the Li-ion transport within

selected polymorphs, and suggest lowering the Al-ion content as a strategy to achieve

stable and Li-diffusive alumina coatings.

With this work, I provide an understanding of trends in stability between

coating layers, cathodes, and the garnet solid electrolyte, new promising coating

layer materials and families, and rational guidance for coating layer design and

interfacial engineering for energy dense all-solid-state batteries. My thesis provides

guiding principles for selecting materials with long-term cycling stability and good

Li diffusivity as coatings for energy dense Li-ion batteries.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Lithium-ion batteries (LiBs) power the majority of the world’s smartphones,

laptops, and electric vehicles. These LiB operate by the intercalation of graphite

anodes and layered oxide cathodes [1]. The discovery and conceptualization of

this mechanism, fundamental to battery development, was awarded the 2019 Nobel

Prize in Chemistry [2]. Over three decades of research, major energy density gains

have been achieved through optimization of cathode composition, manufacturing

processes, battery management systems, and tuning of salts and solvents in the

electrolyte, but modern commercial LiBs are still largely based on similar chemistries

using liquid electrolytes and intercalation electrodes [1, 3]. These chemistries often

suffer from safety issues, and further potential increases in energy density are limited

[4–6]. To surpass the limits of traditional chemistries, one potential direction is to

implement energy dense electrodes such as the Li metal anode and high-voltage

cathodes using solid electrolytes, which are Li-ion conducting ceramics regarded to

have better compatibility with these energy dense electrodes than liquid electrolytes

[7].

Although the implementation of high-voltage cathodes will enable more energy

dense batteries, most high-voltage cathodes are reactive with the electrolyte, includ-
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ing solid electrolytes, and their reaction will cause the formation of decomposition

products that can cause capacity fade and performance degradation as the battery

cycles [6, 8, 9]. Coating layers, which can be applied to the cathode before battery

assembly, have been shown to prevent these decomposition reactions by acting as

a physical barrier or chemically stable interlayer between the electrolyte and the

electrode [10,11]. However, coating layer selection often relies on trial-and-error for

a given materials system, and there is a lack of how different coating chemistries

affect their stability at the interface. To guide coating layer selection for a given

chemical system, we need a fundamental understanding of the reactions between

the coating layer, the cathode, and the electrolyte, accounting for how changes in

chemistry and composition of the coating and cathode will affect their interfacial

stability and decomposition products. Further, by understanding the relationships

between the coating layer structure and the ionic transport, we can develop rational

design strategies to optimize coating layer performance.

Buried solid-solid interfaces are difficult to study and characterize in experi-

ments. In this thesis, I use computational modeling to analyze the thermodynamic

stability and decomposition products at the interface between coating layers, cath-

odes, and solid electrolytes, and the relationship between coating layer structure

and ionic transport. I demonstrate how we can apply our understanding to provide

guidance for coating layer selection, design, and processing.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of a solid state battery, depicting two key re-
quirements for good performance: (1) low interfacial resistance between electrolyte
and cathode, and (2) good ionic transport across the interface. The properties of
applied coating layers are key for successful, long cycling all-solid-state batteries.
Reproduced from Ref [12].

1.1 Stability of solid-state chemistries with high-voltage cathodes

Increasing demand for high capacity, long-cycling batteries, such as in electric

vehicles or portable electronic devices, requires improvements in the energy den-

sity of current LiB systems. One route to improved energy density is to use high

voltage or high-energy cathode materials, which widen the operating voltage range

or increase the capacity of the battery [13]. Several high-energy cathode materi-

als, such as nickel-rich LiNi1−x−yMnxCoyO2 (NMC) and LiNi1−x−yCoxAlyO2 (NCA)

have been adopted to increase the energy density and capacity of fuel cells be-

yond those based on LiCoO2 (LCO) [14, 15]. High-voltage cathodes such as spinel

LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 or olivine LiCoPO4, which discharge to a higher voltage than LCO,

are also used to increase the energy density of full cells [8, 16].

However, most high-energy cathodes have poor compatibility with other com-
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ponents of the cell, reacting at high voltages or delithiated states. High-energy

cathodes often have oxidation limits beyond the 2 – 4 V electrochemical window of

liquid electrolytes, which means that they tend to react and oxidize the electrolyte

as cycling proceeds. These reactions lead to the buildup of decomposition products

that can cause capacity fade and eventual failure of the battery [17–19].

Applied coating layers can block direct contact between the cathode and elec-

trolyte and prevent undesirable side reactions or transition metal dissolution of the

cathode into the liquid electrolyte. Binary oxide coating layers such as Al2O3, TiO2,

and SiO2 have been demonstrated to improve the cycle life, Coulombic efficiency, and

cyclability of high-voltage cathodes in full cells [20–22]. Solid electrolyte materials

have also been explored as coating layers for high-voltage cathodes, but reactions

between the cathode and solid electrolyte have been reported [17, 18, 23, 24]. To

design energy dense batteries with long-term stability, systematic understanding

and guidance for coating layers that are stable during electrochemical cycling with

high-voltage cathode chemistries is still needed.

In Chapter 3, I use thermodynamic analyses to understand what factors affect

the stability of materials in contact with the cathode and what types of materials are

stable with given cathodes under high-voltage cycling. I investigate the stability of

a wide range of materials with high-voltage cathodes and describe the trends in the

stability of the lithiated and delithiated cathodes and high-voltage cathodes, and

how stability changes across different coating layer materials classes and chemistries.

I provide general guidelines for the stability between the coating and the high-

voltage cathodes, and highlight particular solid-state chemistries that may be strong
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candidates as coating layers.

1.2 Stabilization of the garnet-cathode interface

Currently commercialized LiB are based on liquid electrolytes comprised of a

lithium salt and an organic solvent. The organic solvent is flammable and has been

deemed responsible for several well-documented thermal runaway events and safety

issues of LiB. A class of inorganic ceramic Li-ion conducting materials known as

solid electrolytes have garnered attention as a potential replacement for the liquid

electrolyte and a route to safer and more energy dense LiB [4,25]. Several categories

of solid electrolytes are being explored, including high Li-conductivity sulfides such

as Li10GeP2S12 (LGPS) [26], oxides such as Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO) [27,28], and most

recently halides with wide electrochemical windows such as Li3YCl6 and Li3YBr6

[29].

In particular, garnet-structured LLZO is one of the most promising known

solid electrolytes due to its relative stability in moisture and air compared with

sulfides, its high Li conductivity [27, 28], and its good compatibility with the Li

metal anode [30–34]. However, the integration of LLZO with high-energy cathodes

is still a significant challenge for the development of a long-cycling all-solid-state

battery. High-temperature sintering, which is commonly required during assembly

to provide a good bond between LLZO and the cathode, also results in the formation

of secondary phases and decomposition products at the LLZO-cathode interface

[35–39]. This reactivity has also been observed in computational studies of the
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interface between garnet and cathodes [40,41].

Again, coating layers offer a solution. A number of coating layer chemistries

have been identified to improve cycling life and lower interfacial resistance between

LLZO and cathodes such as LLZO or NMC [42–45]. To achieve long-term thermo-

dynamic stability, coating layers applied to the garnet-cathode interface should be

stable with Li garnet and the lithiated and delithiated cathode. However, current

understanding of the effects of materials chemistry, lithium content, and composi-

tion of the coating layer on its stability at the interface is limited. In Chapter 4,

I conduct a comprehensive study on the thermodynamic stability between LLZO,

NMC, and ternary oxide coating layer chemistries. I focus on the high-energy cath-

ode NMC as the cathode chemistry, which is needed to achieve high energy density

in all-solid-state batteries. I use our insights to offer guidance for the selection of

coatings and further development of interfacial engineering to enable energy dense

all-solid-state batteries.

1.3 Li+ transport in Al2O3 coating

Al2O3 is commonly used as a coating layer for battery electrodes due to its

chemical and electrochemical stability, its cheap cost, and because it can be easily

deposited using available conformal coating techniques, such as chemical vapor de-

position (CVD) or atomic layer deposition (ALD). Al2O3 coatings have been used to

reduce interfacial resistance and improve cycling life of high energy and high capacity

cathodes [46–49]. In computational studies, Al2O3 coatings have also been predicted
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to have good thermodynamic stability with a range of cathode materials [50,51].

However, in addition to thermodynamic stability, coating layers also must

exhibit decent Li diffusivity to enable good rate capability and performance. Al2O3

has a band gap higher than the operating voltage of most LiBs and extremely

high activation barriers for Li+ migration in the room-temperature α (corundum)

and amorphous phases, making it hard to explain the evidence from cycling data

that Li ions are moving through the coating layer. This discrepancy has prompted

previous investigations of Li+ migration in Al2O3 [52–55], but these studies have only

focused on the room temperature crystalline phase, α-Al2O3, and amorphous Al2O3

(am-Al2O3). Since some evidence suggests Al2O3 may not always be deposited

in the amorphous phase, and may form crystalline domains in phases other than

α-Al2O3 [56], a study of how structure influences diffusion in Al2O3 is relevant

to understanding how Li+ moves through Al2O3 coatings, and will enable better

understanding of diffusive coatings that can protect the cathode.

Computation can be used to identify and quantify how changes in the crystal

structure affect macroscale properties such as Li+ diffusivity and conductivity. In

Chapter 5, I use first-principles computation, including nudged elastic band (NEB)

and ab-initio molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to study Li+ diffusion in α,

am-, and metastable polymorphs γ, θ, and κ−Al2O3 to understand how structural

differences affect Li+ diffusion and to ultimately enable guidance on the development

and synthesis of fast-conducting coating layers.
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1.4 Outline of thesis

The aim of my thesis is to provide a theoretical understanding of the re-

quirements for stable and high-conductivity coating layers, and thereby guide the

discovery of new materials and the experimental development of solid-state batteries

with high energy density. Computational modeling has been demonstrated to be

a valuable tool for coating layer screening [50, 57], fast conductor materials discov-

ery [58,59], and prediction of interface stability [24,51,60]. I provide an overview of

the computation methods used in this thesis in Chapter 2. In the following chap-

ters, I investigate stability between solid-state chemistries and high-energy cathodes

(Chapter 3), systematically analyze and identify coatings for the LLZO-NMC inter-

face (Chapter 4), and explore the effects of crystal structure and Li concentration

on Li-ion diffusion in Al2O3 coating layers (Chapter 5). In Chapter 6, I discuss

conclusions and future work.
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Chapter 2: Computational methods

In this chapter, I discuss the computational methods used in this thesis. The

methods used can be broadly divided into two categories: (1) thermodynamic anal-

yses used to study the thermodynamic stability of materials in contact and under

applied voltage, and (2) first-principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations

for analyzing kinetic properties such as migration energy and conductivity.

2.1 Thermodynamic analyses: stability of two materials in contact

To evaluate the decomposition energy and phase equilibria between two mate-

rials, we constructed compositional phase diagrams, which use computed materials

energies from first-principles calculation databases. The database used in the cal-

culations in this thesis is the Materials Project [61], accessed using the pymatgen

Python package [62]. The version of the Materials Project database used for cal-

culations throughout this thesis is v2020.9.14, and all calculations, including those

reproduced from previously published papers, have been updated to be consistent

with this version. To obtain the chemical stability between two materials A and B,
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we considered a pseudo-binary with the composition

Cpseudo−binary(CA, CB, x) = xCA + (1− x)CB (2.1)

where CA and CB are the compositions of A and B, normalized to one atom per

formula unit, and x is the molar fraction of A. In this study, the pseudo-binary was

is a paired combination of material A and material B, where A and B were are a

layered oxide cathode, coating layer, or the solid electrolyte LLZO. The energy of

the pseudo-binary Epseudo−binary(A, B, x) is given by

Epseudo−binary(A,B, x) = xEA + 1− xEB (2.2)

where EA and EB are the energies of materials A and B, respectively. This phase

equilibria of the pseudo-binary is the lowest energy set of stable phases comprising

the same composition and is identified in the compositional phase diagram. The

decomposition energy is calculated as the energy of the phase equilibria (products),

Eeq, minus the energy of the pseudo-binary (reactants):

∆ED(A,B, x) = Eeq(Cpseudo−binary(CA, CB, x))− Epseudo−binary(A,B, x) (2.3)

Since ∆ED(A,B, x) includes the decomposition energy of material A or material B

if they are not stable, ∆ED,mutual(A,B, x) was calculated as

∆ED,mutual(A,B,x) = ∆ED(A,B, x)− x∆ED(A), (1− x)∆ED(B) (2.4)
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where ∆ED(A) and ∆ED(B) are the energy above the hull of materials A and

B, respectively. The minimum of ∆ED,mutual(A,B, x) over the entire range of x

from 0 to 1 was taken as the decomposition energy Ed used throughout this the-

sis. Heatmaps of the decomposition energy for cathode-coating and LLZO-coating

interfaces, including the Gibbs triangle heatmaps, were constructed by finding the

value of ∆ED,mutual(A,B, x) for the cathode/LLZO substrate (A) and coating layer

composition (B). All decomposition energies were normalized to per atom of the

composition of the pseudo-binary. The software package python-ternary was used

to construct visualizations of the Gibbs triangle heatmaps in Chapter 4 [63]. Addi-

tional details can be found in previous studies [24,64].

We used grand potential phase diagrams to evaluate the electrochemical sta-

bility of a material mixture in equilibrium with applied potential φ [24]. As in

previous studies, φ was referenced to the chemical potential of Li

µLi(φ) = µ0
Li − eφ (2.5)

where µ0
Li is the chemical potential of Li metal. Given a phase with composition

C, and energy EC , grand potential phase diagrams provide the energy of the phase

equilibria E(Ceq(C, µLi) and decomposition energy Eopen
D (C, φ) of the phase in equi-

librium with Li at a set chemical potential

Eopen
D (C, φ) = E(Ceq(C, µLi)− EC −∆nLiµLi(φ) (2.6)
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To evaluate the electrochemical stability of the interface of two materials A and B,

similar to the previous section, we defined the mutual reaction of the pseudo-binary

of these two materials:

∆Eopen
D,mutual(A,B,x, φ) = ∆Eopen

D (A,B,x, φ)− x∆Eopen
D (A, φ)− (1− x)∆Eopen

D (B, φ)

(2.7)

the decomposition energies of the individual phases A and B, ∆Eopen
D (A, φ) and

∆Eopen
D (B, φ), were excluded. The minimum of the mutual reaction energy under

applied voltage min(∆Eopen
D,mutual(A,B,x, φ)) over the entire range of x from 0 to 1 was

taken as the decomposition energy ∆Eopen
d used throughout this thesis. Additional

details can be found in previous studies [24].

2.2 Density functional theory calculations: Li-ion migration in Al2O3

In this section, I provide the methods and calculation parameters used to

perform density functional theory (DFT) calculations and analyses for studying

Li-ion migration in Al2O3, the work discussed in Chapter 5.

2.2.1 Static relaxation parameters

All DFT calculations were performed using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)

[65] generalized gradient approximation in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package

(VASP) [66]. Static relaxations of structures were performed using a plane-wave

cutoff of 520 eV and a Γ-centered 1 x 1 x 1 k-point mesh consistent with parameters
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used by the Materials Project [61]. Structures were relaxed with an energy cutoff of

1 x 10−7 eV/atom and until residual forces were less than 0.01 eV/Å.

2.2.2 Crystalline supercell size and parameters

Initial crystalline supercells of 160 atoms (64 Al atoms and 96 O atoms) for the

α and θ structures and 120 atoms (48 Al atoms and 72 O atoms) for the κ structure

were generated using pymatgen and statically relaxed. For the γ structure, a super-

cell with 106 atoms (42 Al atoms and 64 O atoms) was generated by creating Al3+

vacancies in the parent spinel Al3O4 structure, following the method established in

our previous work [67]. All subsequent nudged elastic band and molecular dynam-

ics calculations were conducted using these supercells. To study the effect of Li+

concentration, as compared to Li0, on diffusion in the θ and amorphous structures,

Li+ ions were added to the supercells. We used both a V3+
Al -3Li+ defect complex

method as well as the “jellium” method (reducing the overall number of electrons

and compensating by a uniform charge background) to model the Li+ ions. For bulk

systems, we found a significant difference between the jellium method and the defect

complex method, in general finding in MD simulations that Li+ diffusion was facil-

itated in structures with Al3+ vacancies. For the surface cells, to prevent collapse

of the vacuum layer and to prohibit the charged vacuum environment from pulling

Li+ out of the structure, we used the defect complex method. We used surface slabs

with a thickness of at least 10 Å, with a symmetric vacuum layer approximately 14

Å thick.
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2.2.3 Creation of amorphous Al2O3 and comparison to experiment

We created amorphous samples using ab-initio molecular dynamics (AIMD)

with the same potentials and cutoffs used in other parts of this project. Three dif-

ferent γ-Al2O3 structures were used as starting points, since this crystal structure is

already intrinsically disordered, being a defected Al3O4 spinel. We chose Al vacan-

cies in the parent structure at octahedral sites, tetrahedral sites and a combination

of octahedral and tetrahedral sites. We melted the system at 2700 K with variable

cell shape and size until the system was visibly liquid, and then continued at this

temperature for 20 ps, cooled from 2700 K to 1700 K at a slow rate of 0.5 K/fs, and

then more quickly from 1700 K to 100 K at 1 K/fs. After the melt-quench sequence,

all amorphous structures produced extremely similar radial distribution functions

(RDFs) that match well with experiment [68] and with previous simulations (Figure

2.1) [69].

Figure 2.1: Radial distribution functions (RDFs) of am-Al2O3 as produced from
liquid quenching of defected γ-Al2O3 structures.
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2.2.4 Li+ site identification

Li+ sites in amorphous Al2O3 were identified using a combination of topo-

logical Voronoi analysis of the space in the structure and bond valence consid-

erations to identify sites with reasonable spatial and chemical characteristics for

Li+ occupation. For the Voronoi analysis, the space between Al framework atoms

was partitioned using the Voronoi-Dirichlet algorithm as implemented in Zeo++

[70], and candidate Li sites were further down-selected by bond valence. Parti-

tioned volumes in the structure were selected as candidate sites if Li could be

placed in the volume at least 1.8 Å away from any adjacent Al cations. Candi-

date sites were merged to an average of the original positions if multiple sites were

closer than 1.6 Å. The bond valence of the Li atoms was set to between 0.4 and

1.2, which are the bounds for Li-containing oxides. The software used to iden-

tify sites is documented as part of the open-source package Topological Analysis at

https://github.com/mogroupumd/Topological Analysis. More details are in previ-

ous studies [58]. The identified sites were statically relaxed using DFT until the Li

ion moved in to a position of local equilibrium. Li+ sites in crystalline α, κ, γ, and

θ structures were selected by a combination of the same Voronoi analysis used for

the amorphous structure and hand-selection of candidate sites with octahedral or

tetrahedral coordination. The identified sites were then statically relaxed to obtain

a structure with an Li interstitial at local equilibrium.
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2.2.5 NEB parameters

Nudged elastic band (NEB) calculations were performed to determine the mi-

gration path and energy barrier for Li hopping between neighboring sites in Al2O3

structures. Initial and final states for the migration were statically relaxed, then

starting guesses for the migration pathway were constructed by linear interpolation

of images between the two states. All calculations were conducted using a Γ-centered

1 x 1 x 1 k-point Brillouin-zone sampling. NEB paths were relaxed until the change

in the forces was less than 1 x 10−4 eV/Å. The barrier for Li migration, or activation

energy Ea was calculated as the difference between the highest and lowest energies

from the converged NEB path.

2.2.6 AIMD simulations

Ab-initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations were performed using non-

spin polarized DFT calculations with a Γ-centered 1 x 1 x 1 k-point grid. After

relaxation, the temperature of the cells was set to 100 K. Structures were heated

to the final temperatures at a constant rate by velocity scaling during a period of

2 ps. The timestep during heating was set to 2 fs. All simulations adopted the

NVT ensemble with the Nosé-Hoover thermostat and a Nosé mass corresponding

to a period of 40 time steps was chosen (SMASS = 0). The NVT ensemble was

adopted in order for diffusivity data to be comparable to AIMD performed for other

Li-conducting materials in previous studies [71, 72]. For the amorphous structure,

5 cells with increasing Li concentrations were initialized with random Li positions
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among the available sites, relaxed, and then AIMD simulations were conducted at

temperatures of 1900 K to compare the effect of Li+ concentration on diffusivity.

For the cell with a concentration of Li0.19Al2O3, corresponding to 6 Li ions in our

160 atom supercell, additional simulations were conducted at temperatures of 1200,

1400, 1300, 1500, 1700, 1800, and 2000 K to obtain an Arrhenius relationship. The

timestep was set to 1 fs. For the θ structure, supercells with 1, 2, 3, or 4 Li ions were

randomly initialized and relaxed. AIMD simulations were performed at 1300 K for

cells with 1, 2, 3, or 4 Li-ions, and additionally at 1500, 1600, 1700, and 1800 K for

the cell with 1 Li ion. The timestep was set to 2 fs. The trajectories of Li+ were

recorded during the simulations and their mean squared displacement (MSD) was

calculated as the average of the squared displacement of N ions at each timestep:

MSD(t) =
1

N

N∑
i=0

(ri(t)− ri(t0))2 (2.8)

For a cell with a single ion, the mean squared displacement as defined in this thesis

would be equivalent to the squared displacement, because the squared displacement

would be averaged over one. All plots of the MSD in this thesis were generated

using the above method.

In calculating the diffusivity, the total mean squared displacement (TMSD) of

Li ions was used, which is evaluated as

TMSD(∆t) =
N∑
i=1

1

N∆t

ttot−∆t∑
t=0

|ri(t+ ∆t)− ri(t)|2 (2.9)
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where ri is the trajectory of lithium ion i and N∆t is the total number of time intervals

∆t during the duration ttot of the MD simulation. Because TMSD is an averaged

value, in simulations with multiple ions, TMSD represents the total diffusion of all

lithium ions over the simulation time. The diffusivity D of Li+ in the structure was

then calculated according to the Einstein relation as

D =
1

N

TMSD(∆t)

2d∆t
(2.10)

Where N is the number of mobile carriers (Li-ions) and d is the dimension, 3. To

ensure a statistically significant number of effective hopping events were captured,

MD simulations for am- and θ-Al2O3 used for the Arrhenius relationship were run

until the standard deviation of the diffusivity was approximately 20-30% of the

diffusivity or less, as recommended in previous studies [71].

2.2.7 Analysis of site and pathway

We conducted analyses of the structure and geometry of Li sites in crystalline

and amorphous Al2O3 to determine relationships between the migration barrier

and the local structural configurations. For each image in the nudged elastic band

calculation, corresponding to a point along the Li migration pathway, we collected

Li-O distances within a cutoff of 2.8 Å, Li-Al distances within a cutoff of 3 Å,

DFT energies, coordination number, number of nearest neighbors, locations of 1st

and 2nd peaks for the RDF for Li-Al and Li-O distributions, and site volumes as

quantified by Voronoi node analysis, for the moving Li ion. The distances used for
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the Li-Al and Li-O cutoffs were determined by the average of the minimum between

the 1st and 2nd RDF peaks for Li-O and Li-Al in crystalline and amorphous Al2O3

(Figure 2.2). The average Li-Al distance for each image in the migration path was

calculated by averaging the distances of the neighboring Al to the Li. The Li-

Al distance variation (LDV) for each migration path was calculated by taking the

range of the average Li-Al distances, or maximum average Li-Al distance – minimum

average Li-Al distance.

Figure 2.2: Averaged Li-Al (blue) and Li-O (orange) RDF spectra for all crystalline
polymorphs, with dotted lines indicating first minima at 3 Å and 2.8 Å, respectively.
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Chapter 3: Stability at the interface with high-voltage cathodes1

By enabling high-voltage cathodes, we can significantly improve the energy

density of current lithium-ion batteries. An outstanding challenge for high-voltage

cathodes is that they are not stable throughout their operating voltages and tend to

decompose or undergo phase transformations when in the discharged state, resulting

in short battery lifetimes and poor performance [73, 74]. Coating layers have been

used to enhance stability of the high-voltage cathode while cycling, acting as a

physical barrier to prevent chemical reaction, a “bridge” to match the Li chemical

potential of the electrolyte and the cathode, a scavenger of corrosive species such as

hydrogen fluoride, or serving several of these functions at once [24,50,57].

Previous computation approaches using materials databases have been suc-

cessful in developing screening schemes for finding coating layer materials for par-

ticular applications. However, there still exists a gap in the knowledge of materials

chemistries that are stable with high-voltage cathodes. In this chapter, I performed

comprehensive analysis of the stability of various materials chemistries with lithiated

and delithiated cathode materials. I focused on the cathodes LCO, LiNiO2 (LNO),

high-voltage spinel LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 (LMNO), and high-voltage olivine-structured

1Parts of this chapter have been published in or paraphrased from A.M. Nolan, Y. Liu, Y.
Mo, Solid-State Chemistries Stable with High-Energy Cathodes for Lithium-Ion Batteries. ACS
Energy Letters, 4 (10 ), 2444-2451 (2019).
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LiCoPO4 (LCP). I chose to investigate LiNiO2 because it is a material represen-

tative of the family of high-capacity Ni-rich cathodes NCA and NMC. The goal of

this analysis is to provide thermodynamic principles to guide future development of

materials stable with high-voltage cathodes under cycling.

3.1 Thermodynamic stability of two materials in contact

To assess the potential use of a particular material as a coating layer, the ther-

modynamic stability of the material with the cathodes at charged and discharged

(lithiated and delithiated) states was evaluated. This evaluation condition was cho-

sen because prospective coating layer materials should be stable with both the lithi-

ated and delithiated states of the cathode to prevent side reactions and cathode

deterioration throughout the cycling voltage range of the battery. The interface

stability was evaluated between common cathodes and a wide range of contacting

materials, including lithium ternary oxides, binary oxides, lithium polyanion oxides,

and lithium ternary fluorides. The cathode and coating material were considered

as a pseudobinary mixture of the two materials, as established in previous studies

by Zhu et al., and the reactions of the cathode and contacting material to form

more stable phase equilibria were identified (Fig. 3.1) [24]. See additional details

on computational methods in Chapter 2.

The decomposition energy, E d, was defined as the minimum of the mutual

decomposition energy between two phases, and was evaluated using density func-

tional theory (DFT) energies from the Materials Project database [61]. Using this
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Figure 3.1: Thermodynamic analysis of the stability between cathode and contact-
ing materials. (a) Illustration showing the stable interface between lithiated and
delithiated LCO cathode particles coated with Li3PO4. (b) Mutual reaction energy
of LiPO3–LiCoO2 (red), LiPO3–Li0.5CoO2 (orange), Li3PO4–LiCoO2 (green), and
Li3PO4–Li0.5CoO2 (green) as a function of the mixing fraction in the pseudobinary.
The minimum mutual reaction energy for each pair of materials (marked by a star)
corresponds to the possible reaction with the lowest energy. (c) Heatmap of the
minimum mutual reaction energies of different compositions of lithium phosphates
with lithiated and delithiated LCO.

methodology, chemistries thermodynamically stable with cathodes at both lithiated

and delithiated states could be identified. The values of the decomposition ener-

gies of each material with the lithiated and delithiated cathodes were then encoded

into a heatmap (Fig. 1c), allowing for easy visual identification of materials that

are stable. The more favorable (more negative) the decomposition energy between

two materials, the darker the corresponding shade on the heatmap. The stable

combinations are indicated in the lightest shade.

Finally, in this study, several limits were imposed on the materials studied.

To exclude coating layer materials that were potentially redox-active, only materi-
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als where cations are at their highest common oxidation state were included. All

metastable and unstable materials (Ehull >0) were excluded from examination, and

all materials containing elements with atomic numbers greater than 84 (Z >84) or

radioactive elements were excluded.

3.2 Stability of lithiated and delithiated LiCoO2 with lithium ternary

oxides

We began by systematically investigating lithium ternary oxides for their sta-

bility with cathodes (Fig. 3.2). Lithium ternary oxides have been identified as

promising coating layers for high-voltage cathodes and as solid electrolyte materi-

als. We found that different lithium ternary oxides exhibit different stabilities with

the cathode. For example, among the three lithium phosphates, Li3PO4 is stable

with both lithiated LCO and delithiated L0.5CO, but by contrast, LiPO3 exhibits a

favorable reaction of –71 meV/atom with LCO and –19 meV/atom with L0.5CO.

In general, L0.5CO tends to react with the compositions with highest lithium

content, drawing Li out from the coating layer into the delithiated cathode. This can

be readily understood by examining the phase equilibria of individual reactions. For

example, L0.5CO reacts with Li5TaO5, a highly lithiated Li-Ta-O compound, with a

favorable decomposition energy of E d = –38 meV/atom to form the phase equilibria

Li3TaO4, Li2CoO3, and Li9Co7O16. The phases formed are a less lithiated Li-Ta-O

compound, Li3TaO4, and more lithiated forms of LCO, Li2CoO3, and Li9Co7O16,

which indicate that Li was drawn from Li5TaO5 and into L0.5CO.
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Figure 3.2: Decomposition energies of lithium ternary oxides with cathodes at lithi-
ated and delithiated states. The color of each square in the heatmap corresponds to
the minimum decomposition energy (E d) of the cathode and contacting material.
Groups of materials with the same elemental composition are ordered by increasing
lithium content down the column.
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By contrast, LCO tends to react with compositions with lower lithium content,

although it is much less reactive than L0.5CO overall (see Figure A.1). LiCoO2

reacts with LiTa3O8, a less lithiated phase, with a reaction energy of E d = –18

meV/atom, to form Co3O4, Li0.5CoO2, and LiTaO3. LiTaO3 is a more lithiated

form of LiTa3O8, while spinel Co3O4 and Li0.5CoO2 are both delithiated forms of

LCO, indicating that the Li has been drawn out of the LCO and into the coating

layer to form LiTaO3. The formation of spinel Co3O4 has been observed at the

surface of LCO particles after cycling or at high voltages, and is generally indicative

of cathode degradation [75,76]. Coating materials that degrade the cathode should

be avoided.

Overall, delithiated L0.5CO is stable with fewer lithium ternary oxides than

lithiated LCO and generally reacts with a more negative (more favorable) energy of

decomposition than LCO for a given lithium ternary oxide composition. This trend

suggests that the delithiated cathode is less stable and there is greater difficulty

in finding materials chemistries stable with highly charged cathodes. Further, this

trend in the instability of delithiated cathodes agrees with other computational

calculations [77] and experimental thermal stability analysis [78]. The opposite

reactions of LCO and L0.5CO with the same material compositions underscore the

importance of finding suitable coating layers to protect the cathode and achieve

stability over long-term cycling.
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3.3 Comparisons between reactivity of LiCoO2 and of high-voltage

cathodes

LNO, a nickel-rich analogue to LCO, was studied because it is expected to

behave similarly to high-energy cathodes NMC and NCA, and exhibit similar re-

activity to ternary compositions. We found that Ni-rich layered cathodes are more

reactive than Co-based cathodes, reacting with more materials and reacting with a

more negative (more favorable) energy of decomposition. For LNO, the delithiated

L0.5NO is slightly more reactive than the lithiated LNO, similar to the difference

between the stability of delithiated and lithiated LCO. In addition, like L0.5CO,

delithiated L0.5NO tends to react with the more lithiated coating compositions, re-

sulting in delithiated coatings and lithiated LNO phases. For example, using the

Li-Ta-O family of compositions again, L0.5NO reacts with Li5TaO5 to form Li2NiO3,

Li3TaO4, and NiO, with a decomposition energy E d = –32 meV/atom. The phase

equilibria in reactions with delithiated L0.5NO are distinct from that of Co-based

cathodes, and tend to contain rocksalt NiO or layered LiNiO2 and Li2NiO3 rather

than spinel Ni3O4. The preferred formation of layered Li-Ni-O phases over spinel is

confirmed by experimental findings [79].

The high-voltage cathodes LMNO and LCP are even more reactive with the

lithium ternary oxides than LCO and LNO cathodes. Similar to the layered LNO

and LCO cathodes, their delithiated states, Ni0.5Mn1.5O4 (MNO) and CoPO4 (CP),

are more reactive with materials as their lithium content of the oxide increases. This
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is evidenced by the increasing decomposition energy for MNO and CP while moving

down a group of materials with the same elemental composition in the heatmap (Fig.

3.2). This larger decomposition energy can be attributed to the greater reactivity

of high-voltage cathodes and their stronger tendency to attract Li, especially at

delithiated states.

3.4 Influence of Li content of coating chemistry

The groups of materials in the heatmap (Fig. 3.2) are organized by Li content,

such that the Li content of the compositions increases down a group. Because of this

organization, it is straightforward to visualize the effect of Li content on the various

cathodes studied. Among all cathodes, the reaction energy of delithiated cathodes

decreases (becomes more favorable) as the Li content of the coating layer increases.

In general, this is because the delithiated cathode materials act as a Li sink, drawing

Li out of the coating material, and the higher the Li content of the coating material,

the more favorable the reaction, or exchange of Li species (Fig. 3.3). By the

same token, lithiated cathodes tend to be more stable with materials with high

Li content. These conflicting requirements for stability illustrate the challenge of

finding materials stable with both the lithiated and delithiated cathodes. Overall,

for lithium ternary oxides, the delithiated cathode is more reactive and reacts with

a more favorable decomposition energy, so should be considered a priority.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic illustration of chemical reactivity of lithiated and delithiated
cathodes with Li-poor and Li-rich coating layers, and general trend of species in
phase equilibria.

3.5 Comparison of binary oxides, Li polyanion oxides, and Li ternary

fluorides

In addition to lithium ternary oxides, we also investigated binary oxides (Fig.

A.2), lithium polyanion oxides (Fig. A.3), and lithium fluorides (Fig. 3.4a) for their

stability with the cathode materials. According to the trend found previously with

the lithium ternary oxide compounds, because binary oxides contain no Li, they may

be more stable with the delithiated cathodes. In general, this was found to be the

case: binary compounds tend to be slightly more stable with the delithiated and high

voltage cathodes than the lithiated cathodes (Fig. 3.4b). In general, binary oxides

that contained alkali metals, alkaline earth metals, and nonmetals (except BeO,

MgO, and SiO2) tended to be much less stable with the cathodes. By contrast,

binary transition metal oxides and p-block oxides showed good stability with high

voltage cathodes LMNO and LCP (Fig. A.4). Consistent with this computational
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Figure 3.4: (a) Heatmap of decomposition energies Ed, of lithium ternary fluorides
with cathodes, similar to Figure 2. (b) Grouped boxplot of decomposition ener-
gies of all cathodes with lithium ternary oxides, binary oxides, lithium polyanion
phosphates, and lithium ternary fluorides. The center line of each box indicates the
median of the data set, the outer edges represent the first and third quartiles, and
the end points are marked by either the most extreme value on either end or 1.5
times the interquartile range, whichever is smaller. Data outside of the end points
are marked individually as gray circles.

result, many of these materials, such as Al2O3, SiO2, and Ta2O5, were experimentally

implemented as coating layers for LMNO [48,80–82] and LCP [83]. However, binary

oxides may be less suitable as coatings because they do not contain Li (rendering

them unable to conduct Li-ions).

Lithium polyanion compounds were investigated because they have shown

recent success as coating layers and solid electrolyte chemistries [84]. Delithi-

ated L0.5CO and L0.5NO exhibited better stability with all the lithium polyanion
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chemistries than compared to the lithium ternary oxides. Many of the lithium

borates and lithium silicates had good stability with these layered cathodes. Supris-

ingly, the lithium polyanion phosphates had better stability overall with the lithiated

and delithiated high-voltage cathodes compared to the layered oxides. The stability

of the phosphates may be attributed to their high oxidation limits, which match the

high oxidation limits of delithiated high-voltage cathodes.

Similar to the lithium phosphates, the lithium ternary fluorides, which have

extremely high oxidation limits, tend to be highly reactive with lithiated cathodes

but less reactive with high-voltage cathodes and delithiated cathodes (Fig. 3.4a). A

number of fluorides such as CeF3 and AlF3 have been reported as cathode coating

layers [85,86]. Other lithium ternary halides such as the chloride Li3YCl6 have been

reported as good candidate solid electrolytes with high Li+ conductivity and good

stability with LCO cathodes [29,87].

3.6 Discussion

Our thermodynamic analyses illustrate that the stability of the cathode and a

given material varies with the Li content, cation, and anion chemistries of both the

cathode and the coating layer. Thus, the interface stability or compatibilities should

be individually evaluated for each pair of cathode and coating compositions. For ex-

ample, lithium phosphates are more stable with high voltage cathodes (LMNO and

LCP) and less stable with layered oxide cathodes (LCO and LNO), while lithium

borates and silicates are more stable with the layered oxide cathodes. While the
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type of metal cation in the cathodes and coatings greatly affects their stability, poor

stability between a coating layer and cathode can in general be attributed to the

high oxidation potential of delithiated cathodes (4.5 V or greater), often beyond the

oxidation limit (3.5—4V) of most oxides (Figs. A.5 and A.6). Thus, many reported

binary oxide coatings have low or no Li content and correspondingly high oxidation

limits. Because Li content is desired for Li-ion transport, in order to simultaneously

achieve good ionic conductivity and high-voltage stability, lithium polyanion phos-

phates, which have naturally high oxidation limits, are a promising chemistry for

coatings or solid electrolytes. One proof-of-concept is in phosphate solid electrolytes

such as Li1.4Al0.6Ti1.6(PO4)3, which has been reported with excellent oxidation sta-

bility and good cycling stability with oxide cathodes [84, 88, 89]. In addition, the

lithium ternary fluorides we investigated have naturally high oxidation limits and

are promising candidates to serve as coating layers for stability with delithiated

cathodes at high voltage. Therefore, we suggest lithium polyanion phosphates and

lithium fluorides as strong potential candidates for coating layers to stabilize high

voltage cathodes while still containing sufficient Li to maintain good Li conductivity

through the coating layer.

In summary, we investigated the thermodynamic stability between a broad

range of solid-state chemistries and current cathode materials in Li-ion batteries.

Our thermodynamic analyses of high-energy and high-voltage cathodes emphasized

their strong reactivity, in particular, at delithiated or charged states, which causes

undesirable side reactions and deterioration in battery performance. Our results

suggest that the thermodynamic stabilities of the lithiated and delithiated cathode
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with the contacting material are effective criteria for identifying promising coatings

or solid electrolytes that can exhibit long-term stability with the cathode. Indeed,

many experimentally demonstrated coating materials for oxide cathodes such as

ZrO2 [46,76], Al2O3 [47], and SiO2 [10] on layered cathodes and Li3PO4, LiNbO3, and

LiTaO3 in all-solid-state batteries [11] were confirmed by our thermodynamic criteria

for their good stability with the cathode at all states of charge. For the binary oxides,

minor reactions, such as between Al2O3 and lithiated LCO, may provide enhanced

interfacial binding between the coating and LCO and introduce lithium into the

coating to provide Li+ transport [54]. The good agreement between experimental

work and computation results suggests that the new chemistries identified in this

chapter can guide future development of coatings or solid electrolytes stable with

high-voltage cathodes.
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Chapter 4: Stability at the interface between LLZO and NMC1

All-solid-state batteries (ASBs), which use a ceramic solid electrolyte (SE),

have the potential to improve upon the safety and energy density of current commer-

cial Li-ion batteries with liquid electrolytes [90, 91]. A number of solid electrolyte

materials with different chemistries have been developed. Currently, sulfide solid

electrolytes have high lithium-ion conductivity, but suffer poor stabilities, includ-

ing limited electrochemical windows, poor interface compatibility with anodes and

cathodes, and poor air and moisture stability [92, 93]. Compared to sulfides, oxide

solid electrolytes in general exhibit significantly better stabilities. In particular, Li

garnets such as Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO) have both high ionic conductivity and good

electrochemical stability, and are regarded as promising solid electrolytes to enable

high-energy density all-solid-state lithium batteries [27,28].

While all-solid-state lithium metal cells using LLZO electrolytes have been

demonstrated with good cycling performance [30–32,34,94], the integration of high-

energy cathodes with stable, low resistance interfaces with garnet remains a signif-

icant challenge for the development of ASBs. High-temperature sintering between

1This chapter has been published in or paraphrased from A.M. Nolan, E.D. Wachsman, Y. Mo,
Computation-Guided Discovery of Coating Materials to Stabilize the Interface Between Lithium
Garnet Solid Electrolyte and High-Energy Cathodes. Energy Storage Materials, (2021), Under
revision.
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the SE and the cathode to is often required in manufacturing to produce good phys-

ical contact, but this sintering also leads to side reactions at the interface. Several

studies have examined the thermal stability of LLZO with LCO cathode, and have

observed the formation of secondary phases including LaCoO3 and La2Zr2O7 at sin-

tering temperatures of 600 ◦C and higher [35–39]. Miara et al. reported the forma-

tion of lithiated secondary phases during sintering of LLZO with high-energy spinel

cathodes [40]. Energetically favorable reactions between LLZO and cathodes were

also reported in computational studies on their thermodynamic stability [19, 41].

The limited stability between Li-garnet SEs and high-energy cathodes is a major

impediment to the development and manufacturing of garnet-based all-solid-state

batteries.

The application of coating layers between the SE and cathode is an effec-

tive strategy to impede the undesired side-reactions during sintering. For exam-

ple, Li3BO3 has been demonstrated in several studies as a coating for LLZO and

LCO ASBs [38, 95–97], and improves the interfacial stability by suppressing the

decomposition that occurred during sintering without the coating [38]. In addi-

tion, coating layers between garnet and the cathode are also needed for achiev-

ing low interfacial resistance and stable electrochemical cycling performance of

ASBs. Both experiments and computational studies indicate that cathodes such as

LCO and high-voltage LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4 are oxidized with LLZO after cycling, lead-

ing to materials degradation, increased interfacial resistance, and poor cell cycling

performance [19, 24, 38, 98]. A similar issue has been observed for high-capacity

LiNi1–x–yMnxCoyO2 (NMC), which has poorer sintering stability and higher inter-
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facial resistance with LLZO than LCO [35,36,39,99]. A number of coating materials,

including LiNbO3, Li2SiO3, and polymeric coatings, have been demonstrated to im-

prove cycling stability of the LLZO-NMC interface [42–45].

So far, the development of coating materials for SEs and cathodes has largely

relied on trial-and-error. The coating layer should be stable with Li garnet and also

with the cathode, but understanding of the underlying thermodynamic mechanisms

that govern the stability between garnet-coating and garnet-NMC is very limited.

Thermodynamic analyses based on first-principles computation databases have been

employed to study the chemical and electrochemical reactions between SEs and

cathodes and predict materials that are stable with SE or cathode at the interface

[12, 64,100,101]. Using this approach, high-throughput computational studies have

been performed to screen coating materials for sulfide SEs and cathode interface [57],

Li metal anode [60], high-voltage cathodes [51], and coating layers to scavenge the

reactive hydrogen fluoride [50]. Computational thermodynamic analyses can offer

fundamental understanding about the interface stability of garnet SE with cathodes,

and rationally guide the identification of promising coating materials for LLZO-

cathode interfaces to enable garnet-based ASBs.

In this chapter, I systematically analyze the thermodynamic stability of LLZO

garnet and high-energy cathodes including NMC with a wide range of materials

chemistries with different cations, compositions, and lithium content, and identify

the promising materials that can stabilize the LLZO-cathode interface, in order to

guide the further development of the LLZO-cathode interface for stable sintering

and cycling. I focused on high-energy cathodes such as NMC, which is needed
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to achieve high energy density of these ASBs. A systematic study of the thermo-

dynamic stability of materials with LLZO and NMC has not yet been performed.

Here, I use thermodynamic analyses based on first-principles computation data to

analyze the stability between LLZO garnet and a wide range of commonly used

high-energy cathodes. I perform a high-throughput study to identify materials sys-

tems that have good stability with LLZO and NMC chemically or electrochemically

at applied voltage. For the most promising Li ternary oxide Li-M-O systems, I

systematically analyze and identify the composition ranges that can stabilize the

LLZO-NMC interface. I provide fundamental mechanistic understanding of the

thermodynamic stability of materials with LLZO and cathodes, and rational guid-

ance for further development of coating and interface engineering to enable high

energy density garnet-based ASBs.

4.1 Garnet-cathode interface stability

I evaluated the thermodynamic stability of the interface between LLZO and

several cathodes, including the NMC cathodes LiNi0.3Mn0.3Co0.3O2 (NMC 111),

LiNi0.6Mn0.2Co0.2O2 (NMC 622), and LiNi0.8Mn0.1Co0.1O2 (NMC 811), and cathodes

with a single transition metal cation such as LCO, LiNiO2 (LNO), LiMnO2, and

LiMn2O4 (LMO). To evaluate the stability between two materials, we consider their

pseudo-binary mixture and identity the mixture of compositions that give the lowest

energy (i.e. phase equilibria) and corresponding decomposition energy, using the

energies from the Materials Project database and the same scheme established in
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previous studies [24, 51]. In all calculations, I used materials that had an existing

identification number in the International Crystal Structure Database (ICSD), to

ensure all phases used in the calculations have been experimentally synthesized or

characterized. Further details on the calculation parameters are in Chapter 2.

LLZO reacts with a negative (exothermic) energy of decomposition (Ed) with

most oxide cathodes (Table 4.1). In general, when LLZO reacts with a cath-

ode, the phase equilibria is comprised of lithiated TM oxides, such as Li2NiO3 and

Li2MnO3, and delithiated LLZO products, such as La2O3 and La2Zr2O7. The de-

composition product La2Zr2O7 suggests a tendency for LLZO to lose Li in reaction

with the cathode, and that this Li loss is the dominant mechanism for the inter-

face instability between LLZO and the cathode. The formation of La2Zr2O7 is also

observed in experimental studies of high-temperature sintering of LLZO and oxide

cathodes [39,40]. In our computation we see the formation of La2Zr2O7 in reactions

with LLZO and delithiated cathodes. A possible explanation may be the simplifi-

cation in our computation that all lithium remains in the composite mixture, such

that Li loss from the sample during high-temperature sintering is not considered.

Kim et al. [99] attributes the discrepancy in computational and experimental find-

ings to the presence of CO2 in the sintering environment (air) which reacts to form

Li2CO3, drawing Li from LLZO and NMC and preventing the formation of Li-rich

TM oxides predicted theoretically. To test this, we added CO2 to the mixture of

LLZO and cathodes and found that the addition of even a small amount of CO2

(0.0004 CO2 per atom of LLZO) causes partial decomposition of LLZO into Li2CO3,

La2Zr2O7, and La2O3, which are in agreement with phases observed in experiments.
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This formation of Li2CO3 or other interphase layers may passivate the interface

between LLZO and cathode, and kinetically inhibit further degradation reactions

to form other lithiated oxides as suggested by thermodynamics. Nevertheless, both

our computation and previous experiments confirm that Li loss from LLZO is the

major factor causing the decomposition at the LLZO-cathode interface and during

sintering.
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Ccathode xLLZO
Ed with LLZO
(meV/atom)

Phase equilibria at xLLZO

LiCoO2 – 0 –

Li0.5CoO2 0.33 -21 O2, La2O3, LiCoO2, La2Zr2O7

LiNiO2 – 0 –

Li0.5NiO2 0.46 -35 Li2NiO3, NiO, La2Zr2O7, LaNiO3

LiMnO2 – 0 –

LiMn2O4 0.46 -60
Li2MnO3, LiMnO2, La2Zr2O7,
LaMnO3

MnO2 0.70 -123 La2O3, Li2MnO3, La2Zr2O7

NMC 111 0.57 -87
Li2O, LiCoO2, Li6Zr2O7, Li2NiO3,
NiO, La2MnCoO6

d-NMC 111 0.60 -132
LiCoO2, Li6Zr2O7, Li2NiO3, Li2ZrO3,
Li2O2, La2MnCoO6

NMC 622 0.44 -63
Li2O, Li6Zr2O7, Li2NiO3, NiO,
La2MnCoO6

d-NMC 622 0.48 -117
Li2NiO3, Li2ZrO3, ZrO2, NiO,
La2MnCoO6

NMC 811 0.29 -38
Li2O, Li6Zr2O7, Li2NiO3, NiO,
La2MnCoO6

d-NMC 811 0.44 -80
Li2NiO3, ZrO2, NiO, La2MnCoO6,
La2Zr2O7

Table 4.1: The minimum mutual decomposition energy and phase equilibria of lithi-
ated and delilithiated LiCoO2, LiNiO2, LiMnO2, LiMn2O4, and NMC cathodes with
LLZO. Delithiated NMC cathodes (Li0.5NixMnyCo1−x−yO2) are denoted with the
prefix “d-”.

To understand the effect of different TM cations on the garnet-cathode inter-

face stability, we compared the stability of garnet LLZO with lithiated and delithi-

ated cathodes NMC 111, NMC 622, and NMC 811, and their endpoint compositions,

such as LCO, LMO, and LNO. The LLZO-cathode mixture has a high propensity

for reaction with all compositions of NMC, and less so for LCO. In co-sintering

experiments, the LLZO-NMC 111 mixture was found to have poorer stability and a
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larger amount of decomposition products or impurity phases than the LLZO-LCO

mixture [35, 36], which agrees with our result that the LLZO-NMC mixture has a

more thermodynamically favorable, exothermic reaction energy. Comparing LCO,

LNO, and LMO, we found LCO is the most stable with LLZO, and LMO is the

least stable (Table 4.1). Similarly, in different compositions of NMC, higher Mn

content leads to poorer stability with garnet (Table 4.1). In agreement with our

computation, the co-sintering experiments by Ren et al. [35] found that LMO had

poorer stability with LLZO than LCO and that the LMO-LLZO interface decom-

posed starting at 400 ◦C to form lithiated Mn oxides such as Li2MnO3, and formed

La2Zr2O7 and La1−xMnO3+δ at 600 – 800 ◦C. These experimentally detected phases

agree well with our predicted decomposition products of Li2MnO3, La2Zr2O7, and

LaMnO3. For sintered LLZO-NMC 111, Ren et al. [35] found evidence of a mixed

composition of LaMnO3, LaCoO3, and LiNiO3, which is consistent with the forma-

tion of LaCoMnO3 predicted by our computation. Slightly different decomposition

products, such as LaNiO3 [36] and LaNi0.5Co0.5O3 [99] were reported in other sinter-

ing studies of the LLZO-cathode mixture. We also find the formation of LaNiO3 in

the reaction of delithiated LNO with LLZO, which may be similar to the products

formed from Li loss during sintering experiments for high-Ni cathodes. While it

has not yet been established what causes the differences in experiments, all studies

reported the formation of LaMO3 perovskite (M = Ni, Mn, Co, or a combination),

in agreement with our computational prediction [35,36,99].
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4.2 Materials stable with garnet and NMC

A coating layer can serve as a physical barrier to impede the side reaction be-

tween SE and cathode during sintering or electrochemical cycling. A good coating

material should be chemically and electrochemically stable with both cathode and

electrolyte to avoid detrimental reactions which may cause high interface resistance

and poor electrochemical performance. To determine the appropriate coating ma-

terials, we evaluated a wide range of materials chemistries, including binary oxides,

lithium ternary oxides, quaternary lithium phosphates, borates, and silicates, and

ternary lithium halides, for their stabilities with lithiated and delithiated NMC cath-

ode and LLZO SE (Figures B.1, B.2, and B.3). Among these chemistries examined,

the lithium ternary oxides in general have better stability with LLZO (Figure B.4)

than other chemistries, and so are the focus of this chapter.

As identified by our computation, a small number of lithium ternary oxide

compositions are chemically stable (near zero decomposition energy |Ed|) with both

LLZO and lithiated and delithiated NMC (Fig. 4.1). Similar to our previous study,

[51] we found the lithium content of the compound is a major factor affecting its

stability with the LLZO or NMC. In general, the materials with higher Li content

tend to be more stable with LLZO, while the materials with lower Li content tend

to be less stable with LLZO. By contrast, an opposite trend is observed for NMC,

in that the materials with lower Li content tend to be more stable with NMC, in

particular with delithiated NMC or at high voltages (e.g. 5 V). These opposite

trends in the stabilities of materials with LLZO and NMC may be explained by the
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different equilibrium Li chemical potential (µLi) in LLZO and NMC. LLZO has a

high Li content and a high µLi, and can achieve equilibrium with materials with a

similar level of high µLi, such as lithium metal and compounds with high Li content

(Fig. 3.1). If the materials in contact cannot achieve this equilibrium of Li chemical

potential µLi, LLZO has the tendency to lithiate materials in contact and to lose

lithium as a result. The high-energy cathode materials, such as NMC, have lower

µLi, and tend to absorb lithium from lithium-rich sources. The chemical potential

windows of LLZO and delithiated cathodes have little to no overlap for range of

chemical potentials where both materials are in equilibrium (Figure B.5). Therefore,

these differences in the Li chemical potentials in LLZO and cathode are the origin

of their poor interfacial stability [24, 38, 41]. The resulting conflicting requirements

for Li content give rise to challenges in identifying appropriate coating materials

that are stable with both LLZO and NMC. As shown in our analyses (Fig. 3.1),

only a small number of materials among all lithium ternary oxide compounds are

stable with both materials. Our heatmap (Fig. 3.1) provides guidance for selecting

those compounds that can be stable with both LLZO and NMC as potential coating

layers.

We also evaluated the electrochemical stability of coating-LLZO and coating-

NMC pseudo-binary mixtures under the voltage of 3 – 5 V, using the same scheme

as in previous studies [24] (see Chapter 2 for further details). As would be expected

because a high voltage is equivalent to a low Li chemical potential, the LLZO-

coating interface tends to be less stable at higher voltage, whereas the NMC-coating

interface tends to be more stable at higher voltage. The phase equilibria of the
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interfacial reactions at the interface under applied voltage are dominated by the

delithiation of LLZO or NMC. In agreement with the aforementioned results, the

tendency of Li loss from LLZO is also a key factor driving the interface instability

during electrochemical cycling.

We identified the compositions with little or no chemical reactions (with a

small magnitude of |Ed| < 0.05 eV/atom) with LLZO and NMC (Table 2). For

most Li ternary oxide families, there is at least one composition that is stable or

has minor reactions with both LLZO and NMC. For example, Li3BO3, the Li-Si-O

compounds (Li2SiO3), and Li-Nb-O compounds (Li8Nb2O9) have a small magnitude

of |Ed| < 0.05 eV/atom or less with LLZO and NMC. These compositions were

reported in experimental studies as coating layers to stabilize the LLZO-NMC or

LLZO-LCO interface by blocking side reactions between LLZO and the cathode

[42, 44, 102–104]. This good agreement with experiments confirms our analyses can

identify and predict stable coatings for the LLZO-NMC interface. Our heatmap

(Fig. 4.1) also identifies a number of other lithium ternary oxides as promising

coating layers to stabilize the LLZO-NMC interface.
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M in Li-M-O M stable with LLZO?
Compositions stable with LLZO,
NMC111 and d-NMC

B Li3BO3, LiBO2, Li6B4O9

C Stable Li2CO3

N Stable LiNO3

Mg |Ed| < 0.003 eV/atom MgO

Al LiAlO2, Li5AlO4

Si Li2SiO3

P Li3PO4

Sc Sc2O3, LiScO2

Ti |Ed| < 0.03 eV/atom Li2TiO3, Li4TiO4

V Stable Li3VO4

Cr Stable LiCrO2, Li2CrO4

Zn Stable ZnO

Ga Stable Li5GaO4, LiGaO2

Ge Stable Li4GeO4, Li2GeO3, Li8GeO6

Zr |Ed| < 0.005 eV/atom ZrO2, Li6Zr2O7, Li2Zr2O3

Y Y2O3, LiYO2

Nb Stable Li8Nb2O9, Li3NbO4

Mo Stable Li2MoO4, Li4MoO5

Sn Stable Li2SnO3

Sb Stable Li5SbO5, Li3SbO4

Ta Stable Li3TaO4

W Stable Li4WO5

Table 4.2: Materials stable with LLZO and NMC 111 (in the decomposition reac-
tions of the pseudo-binary mixture, |Ed| < 0.05 eV/atom). Li2O and Li2O2 are sta-
ble with both LLZO and NMC and are not explicitly listed in the table. Complete
decomposition energies and phase equilibria of all the thermodynamically stable
compositions in these systems and all other Li-M-O systems studied can be found
in the SI.
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4.3 Stability between LLZO and the Li-M-O composition space

The thin-layer coating at the SE-cathode interfaces may not be the exact sto-

ichiometric compounds as coated, and may change as a result of interdiffusion, sin-

tering, or electrochemical cycling to become amorphous, off-stoichiometric, or mixed

compositions (such as LiBO-LiCO) [105]. Here, we study the trends in stability with

LLZO throughout the ternary Li-M-O space, in order to identify all compositions

that are stable with LLZO. The decomposition energy Ed of each composition with

LLZO is illustrated by a heatmap of Li-M-O Gibbs ternary diagram (Fig. 4.2).

For example, in the Li-Al-O system (Fig. 4.2a), LLZO is stable with Li2O, Li2O2,

LiAlO2 and Li5AlO4, and with all mixed compositions of these compounds in their

enclosed region (yellow region outlined by green dashed lines in Fig. 4.2a). Al-rich

compositions near the Al corner show poor stability with LLZO, as the Al-LLZO

pseudo-binary has a decomposition energy Ed = –181 meV/atom. These decom-

positions with a large magnitude of reaction energy tend to form products such as

La2Zr2O7, due to the tendency of LLZO to lose Li and the corresponding lithiation

of the transition metal oxides.

Li-M-O systems with different cations M exhibit significantly different stability

with LLZO. For the Li-Nb-O system (Fig. 4.2b), LLZO is stable with Nb, LiNbO2,

Li8Nb2O9, Li2O, and Li2O2, and any mixed compositions within this space are also

stable with LLZO. Compared to the Li-Al-O system, a significantly wider range of

Li-Nb-O compositions are stable with garnet LLZO. Multiple experimental studies

reported that Li-Nb-O coatings with a range of compositions can stabilize garnet-
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Figure 4.2: Heatmaps of the decomposition energy of a) Li-Al-O and b) Li-Nb-O
compositions with LLZO. Regions of complete stability between the Li-M-O com-
position and LLZO are outlined by the dashed green line. Known stable compounds
in the ternary phase space are marked by blue points. Decomposition products of
the reaction with LLZO are provided for selected known stable compositions.

cathode interfaces to achieve low interfacial resistance. For example, Kato et al.

reported that an interlayer of Nb metal at the LLZO-LCO interface was lithiated to

form an amorphous LiNbO3 and LiNb3O8 layer and suppressed interface side reac-

tions for prolonged cycling life [44]. Sastre et al. reported that amorphous Li-Nb-O

coatings speculated as Li3NbO4, LiNbO3, LiNb3O8 or their mixtures significantly

reduced the LLZO-LCO interfacial resistance [106]. In agreement with these exper-

imental studies, these Li-Nb-O compositions are shown to have good stability with

LLZO in our analysis. The wide range of Li-Nb-O compositions stable with garnet

may explain the success of these Li-Nb-O coatings in experiments, because the var-

ied compositions of coatings would remain stable at the interface during sintering

or voltage cycling.
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Figure 4.3: Heatmaps of chemical stability (Ed) of Li-M-O (M = B, C, N, Al, Si, P,
Ti, V, Cr, Zr, Nb, Mo, Zn, Ga, Ge, Ta, or W) with LLZO. Known compounds that
are stable with LLZO are marked with blue points.
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We extended our analysis to other Li-M-O systems for cations M = B, C, N, Al,

Si, P, Ti, V, Cr, Zr, Nb, Mo, Zn, Ga, Ge, Ta, or W, which are commonly considered

and used for coatings (Fig. 4.3). Similar to the Li-Al-O system, many systems with

nonmetal M such as Li-B-O, Li-Si-O, and Li-P-O only have one or two ternary Li-M-

O compositions (along with Li2O and Li2O2) stable with LLZO, leading to a narrow

compositional space with LLZO stability. Compositions of coatings for garnet from

these Li-M-O systems should be selected within the stable compositional space, as

the compositions outside this space react exothermically with LLZO and may cause

side reactions and interfacial degradation.

Similar to Nb, the transition metal elements V, Cr, Ta, Zn, Ga, Ge and non-

metals C and N are stable with garnet, and a wider Li-M-O compositional space

of ternary Li-M-O oxides have good stability with LLZO. For cations M = Ti and

Zr, the M metal exhibits minor reactions with LLZO, but the binary oxides M-O

are stable with LLZO, leading to a wide compositional space stable with LLZO.

Notably, for the Li-Zn-O system, Zn metal, ZnO oxide, and LiZn alloy are stable

with LLZO. Thus, this system has the widest composition space stable with LLZO,

and so should be a promising system for garnet coatings as has been demonstrated

in experiments [107–109]. In general, our heatmaps of the stability between LLZO

and Li-M-O provide a guiding map for selecting compositions for garnet coating

layers.
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4.4 Stability between the cathode and Li-M-O composition space

Here, we analyze the stability of the entire Li-M-O composition space with

NMC and other cathodes, since the coating layer should be stable with the cathode

in addition to the LLZO solid electrolyte. Our analyses found that the stability

trends are similar for all layered oxide cathodes, such as LCO, LNO, LMO, and

NMC cathodes investigated (Figure B.6), so only the results for NMC 111 are shown.

As shown in the heatmap of Li-Al-O with NMC 111 (Fig. 4.4), the NMC cathode

is stable with Li2O and LiAlO2, and all compositions along the tie-line including

Li5AlO4, which can be stable coating layer choices for cathodes. Al2O3 has good

stability with NMC 111, with Ed of –0.015 eV/atom, and is stable with LCO, and

thus the compositions along the Li2O-Al2O3 tie-line have decent cathode stability.

The compositions towards the Li/Al-rich and O-poor side of the Li2O-Al2O3 tie-

line show poor stability with cathode, and may be unsuitable as coating layers.

By contrast, the compositions towards the Li-poor and O-rich side of the Li2O-

Al2O3 tie-line, i.e., the compositional space enclosed by Al2O3, O2, and Li2O, which

may correspond to oxygen-rich mixed or off-stoichiometric compositions, still show

decent stability with NMC (|Ed| < 0.03 eV/atom). This trend indicates that the

cathode stability of the coating would not be significantly affected by the potential

delithiation of the coating layer or oxygen enrichment of the composition at the

coating layer surface, which may happen at high voltage or in the discharged state

of the cathode.

We perform the same analyses on a number of other Li-M-O systems. Similar
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Figure 4.4: Heatmap of the decomposition energy and phase equilibria of selected
representative Li-Al-O compositions with NMC 111. The composition space en-
closed by Al2O3, O2, and Li2O has good stability with the NMC cathode.

to Li-Al-O, the only Li-M-O compositions stable with the cathode are along the

tie-line of Li2O and M-O metal oxides, and the cathode stability is generally good

for O-rich compositions. The same analyses performed for delithiated NMC show

similar conclusions for stable compositions as lithiated NMC and the other cath-

odes (Figure B.7). Analyses performed to examine the electrochemical stability of

the Li-M-O systems with the cathode under applied voltage (Figures B.8 and B.9)

also found a similar stability trend. Therefore, the best choices of cathode coating

compositions are along the tie-line of Li2O and M-O metal oxide, including Li-M-O

ternary compositions and their mixtures, as these coating interfaces would remain

stable at the delithiated state of the cathode and under applied voltage during

battery cycling.
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Since the coating layer between the SE and the cathode should be stable with

both SE and cathode, we compare the heatmaps and stable regions of Li-M-O with

LLZO (Figs. 4.2 and 4.3) and those with NMC (Fig. 4.4). The stability regions of

Li-M-O with LLZO and with NMC have little overlap. This is consistent with our

former analyses (2.2) showing the conflicting stability trends of LLZO and cathode

caused by the discrepancy in their equilibrium lithium chemical potential. Fortu-

nately, the materials compositions along the tie-line of Li2O to M-O oxides, including

multiple ternary oxides, show decent stability with both LLZO and NMC with a

small magnitude of decomposition energy Ed. Therefore, these Li-M-O compositions

are identified as potential coating layer materials (Table 4.2) for M = B, C, N, Na,

Mg, Al, Si, P, Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Zn, Ga, Ge, Y, Nb, Mo, Ta, Sn, Sb, and W. These

listed coating materials would meet the conflicting stability requirements with both

LLZO and the NMC cathode to provide good interface stability during sintering

and battery cycling.

4.5 Discussion

Using thermodynamic analyses based on first principles computation data, we

systematically examined the stability between LLZO garnet with commonly used

cathodes including LCO, NMC, LMO, and LNO. Our analyses found that the poor

stability between LLZO garnet and cathodes is thermodynamically intrinsic, and

is caused by the imbalance of the lithium chemical potentials between these two

materials. Specifically, LLZO, a Li-rich material with high Li chemical potential,
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has a strong tendency to lose lithium, leading to degradation reactions with the

cathode and CO2 during sintering as observed in experiments [35, 36, 38, 39, 99].

The thermodynamic intrinsic instability between LLZO and cathodes also causes

interfacial degradation during electrochemical cycling especially at high voltages,

leading to high interfacial resistance and poor electrochemical cycling stability, as

reported in experiments [37, 40, 98]. The results of the LLZO-cathode instability

and the formation of decomposition products such as La2Zr2O7 and LaMO3 (M =

Ni, Co, Mn) agree with multiple experimental studies, which confirm the validity of

our thermodynamic analyses. Given that the stability between garnet and cathodes

are thermodynamically intrinsic and the decomposition products have poor Li-ion

conduction, a buffer coating layer is critical to stabilize and protect the LLZO-

cathode interfaces during sintering and electrochemical cycling.

We further performed systematic analysis of the thermodynamic stabilities of

a wide range of the Li-M-O compositions with LLZO and NMC cathode, providing

guidance for the selection of coating layers for garnet SE, NMC cathode, or to

stabilize LLZO-NMC interfaces (Table 4.2). A coating layer on the garnet SE may

protect it from forming surface contamination layers, such as Li2CO3 or LiOH, which

need to be removed before battery assembly to achieve low interfacial resistance [30].

Our study finds that the stability between LLZO and Li-M-O materials is highly

dependent on Li content and M cation choices. While for any cation M, one Li-M-O

ternary composition may be stable with LLZO, certain Li-M-O systems such as M =

C, N, Mg, V, Cr, Zn, Ga, Ge, Nb, Mo, Sn, Sb, Ta, and W have a wide composition

range that is stable with garnet LLZO (Fig. 4.2 and Table 4.2). Such materials
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systems are promising coatings for protecting garnet LLZO, because these coatings

would remain stable with LLZO even with composition changes during sintering,

electrochemical cycling, or side reactions. A noteworthy example is the Li-Nb-O

system, where Nb metal and a wide range of Li-Nb-O compositions are stable with

LLZO, which are demonstrated in multiple experimental studies [43,44,106]. For a

similar reason, Ge [94], Sn [110], Li-Mg alloys [111, 112], and ZnO [107–109] have

also been reported as good coatings for LLZO in solid-state batteries. We predict

several promising coatings that have not yet been tried experimentally. Guidance

for selecting coatings for LLZO is summarized in Figures 4.1–4.3 and Table 4.2.

For oxide cathodes such as NMC, the stable coating materials are the composi-

tions along the tie-line of Li2O and M-O oxides, with usually one ternary composition

that is stable with NMC. For cathode coatings, good stability is generally retained

for variations of the coating layer composition with increased oxygen content or Li

loss. Our computation analyses found several coatings also reported in experiments

to improve the performance of NMC or other high-voltage cathodes, such as LiAlO2

and Al2O3 [14,49], Li3PO4 [113], Li2SiO3 [42,114], TiO2 and Li2TiO3 [80,115], and

Li3VO4 [116], which confirm the validity of our computation. We identify many

other predicted coatings for guiding engineering of the cathode surface, as summa-

rized in Fig. 4.1 and Table 4.2.

We identify materials that are stable with both LLZO and NMC as coat-

ing layers to stabilize the LLZO-NMC interface. As revealed by our thermodynamic

analyses, the disparity of lithium chemical potentials in garnet SE and cathodes give

rise to conflicting requirements for the coatings that can be stable with both materi-
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als. Fortunately, for most materials systems, at least one Li-M-O ternary oxide and

mixed compositions along their tie-line with Li2O are stable with both LLZO and

cathodes. The stable coating with LLZO-NMC interfaces should be limited to this

narrow composition range, as summarized in Table 4.2. Well-demonstrated LLZO-

cathode coatings, such as Li3BO3 [38, 95–97], LixNbOy [44, 106], and Li2SiO3 [42],

are confirmed in our computation analyses. The mixed composition of these pre-

dicted stable coating materials are also promising coating layers. For example, the

mixed Li3BO3-Li2CO3 coating has been demonstrated for LLZO-cathode interlayer

with good stability and improved conductivity [105]. To name a few, new candidate

coatings such as Li2ZrO3, Li2TiO3, LiGaO2, Li2GeO3, Li2SnO3, LiScO2, LiYO2, and

Li4WO5 have good chemical and electrochemical stability with LLZO, NMC, and

d-NMC, and have not yet been experimentally studied. We offer the full list of all

possible materials for readers to choose based on their own interfacial processing

approach.

Our approach identified the materials that have thermodynamic stability with

LLZO and cathodes, which is a key criterion for stabilizing the interface. While

the thermodynamic stability determines the ultimate stability between materials,

a limited amount of minor reaction may be beneficial to form a good coverage

of coating layer with strong chemical bonding. For example, Yoon et al. [117]

applied CoxB metallic coatings that reacted favorably with the NMC 811 cathode

and infiltrated within the grain boundaries, forming strong bonds with the cathode

surface, which greatly reduced intragranular cracking and side reactions with the

electrolyte and enabled excellent cycling stability. We list materials with a minor
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reaction energy (|Ed| < 0.05 eV/atom) in Table 4.2 and plot all heatmaps with

reaction energies, which guide the selection of coatings if a certain level of reaction

is desired. After a minor reaction, the final formed interphase layers would be within

the identified thermodynamically stable composition spaces.

Our computation scheme only considers thermodynamics using first-principles

computation data, and we have not considered the effects of temperature, time du-

ration, environment, and reaction kinetics during sintering. Although only the DFT

energies at 0 K were used, the thermodynamic analyses are adequate to capture the

major trends in the reaction and stability, as our results are in agreement with previ-

ous experimental studies. To consider the high-temperature effect during sintering,

one may perform a grand potential phase diagram approach by setting the chemical

potential of oxygen, lithium, or CO2 as a function of temperature, which has been

demonstrated for modeling the thermal runaway of the Li metal anode with solid

electrolytes at elevated temperatures [118]. In our analyses of the effect of altering

the Li/O chemical potential (Table B.1 and B.2), we observe similar stability trends

and reactions as in our original calculations (Table 4.1). In addition to the effects

of temperature, models including the effects of time duration, environments, and

reaction kinetics during sintering may be a future research direction to guide the

sintering experiments. Nonetheless, our results capture the major trends in interface

stability, which is the key criteria for identifying good interface coatings.

In addition, we note that chemical and electrochemical stability is one re-

quirement of interfacial coating layers. As we previously described, the adhesion

between coating and SE/cathode is desired to promote strong bonding and improve
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physical contact, and this criteria can be evaluated using minor reaction energies

from our analyses. Other properties, such as ionic transport, electronic conductiv-

ity, and mechanical properties are also critically important for the coating layer to

achieve low interfacial resistance and to maintain robust interfacial coverage during

electrochemical cycling [119,120]. Future studies to assess other required properties

of the coating layer are needed to further optimize and design coating layers for

all-solid-state batteries.

In conclusion, we conducted a systematic thermodynamic analysis of the chem-

ical and electrochemical stability of Li-M-O chemistries with garnet LLZO and

NMC. We revealed the thermodynamic mechanisms and factors governing the sta-

bilities of materials with different cations, Li content, and compositions. Our results

provide new materials candidates and guiding principles to identify promising coat-

ings for garnet-based SE, high-energy cathodes, and for stabilizing the SE-cathode

interfaces, which are critically needed to enable all-solid-batteries with high-energy

cathodes. Our computation approach can be further applied to investigate and

screen interphase or coating materials for stabilizing interfaces in other applications.
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Chapter 5: Li transport in Al2O3
1

Improvements in Li-ion battery (LIB) safety and energy density require sta-

bilization of electrode surfaces in the electrochemical environment, which in turn

depend on advances in coating layer technology [8,10]. Oxide coatings can suppress

transition metal dissolution, scavenge corrosive species in the electrolyte, improve

cyclability, and prevent chemical, structural, or electrochemical reaction of high en-

ergy electrodes during cycling [46,50,121–123]. Al2O3 is commonly used as a coating

in many applications, including for battery electrodes, due to its high stability in a

wide range of voltages, its relatively low cost and the availability of conformal coat-

ing techniques, such as atomic layer deposition (ALD), to accommodate virtually

any electrode geometry. Thin coatings of Al2O3 have enabled better cyclability and

stability in high-voltage spinel cathodes and high capacity layered cathodes [48,124],

and ALD-grown Al2O3 coatings have been used to improve cycle life and mitigate

the effects of high volume expansion in anodes such as Si and MoO3 by providing

surface protection against electrolyte infiltration [125,126].

Computation has indicated that Al2O3 has relatively good thermodynamic

stability with a range of cathode materials [51], in good agreement with decades

1This chapter has been published in or paraphrased from A.M. Nolan, D. Wickramaratne,
N. Bernstein, Y. Mo, and M.D. Johannes, Li+ diffusion in amorphous and crystalline Al2O3 for
battery electrode coatings. In preparation , 2021.
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of experimental findings that have shown that Al2O3 remains intact during cycling

when coated on electrodes in lithium ion batteries with both liquid and solid elec-

trolytes [31, 80, 127]. However, Al2O3 has been measured and calculated to have a

band gap higher than operating voltage of LIBs in all crystalline and amorphous

phases [128], and a Li+ hopping barrier of greater than 1.5 eV in the most com-

mon crystalline α (corundum) phase [52, 129] and 0.5 – 1.5 eV in the amorphous

phase [53,55], making it hard to explain the strong evidence from cycling data that

both Li ions and electrons are successfully passing through the material.

Several other groups have recognized and sought to understand this discrep-

ancy. Authors of previous studies have proposed concentration-dependent diffu-

sivity [54, 55], electron tunneling [130], or structural reconstruction due to heavy

electron doping [54] as possible necessary conditions for Al2O3 cyclability. These

studies have focused only on the room-temperature crystalline phase, corundum-

structured alpha (α) Al2O3, and amorphous Al2O3 (which we abbreviate as am-

Al2O3 to avoid confusion with the α phase) [52–55]. Furthermore, no conclusive

atomistic mechanism has been established to explain how conductivity is activated

in an otherwise “dead” material. Since some evidence suggests that Al2O3 coatings

may be not always be deposited in the amorphous phase, but might instead form

crystalline domains other than α-Al2O3 [56], a detailed and systematic atomistic

analysis of Li+ migration in other phases of Al2O3 is relevant to understanding the

mechanism by which Li moves through nanoscale Al2O3 coatings. In this chapter,

we provide such an analysis, connecting global and local structural properties to

Li+ hopping barriers using nudged elastic band (NEB) calculations, and further
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investigate the connection between Li+ concentration to diffusivity with ab initio

molecular dynamics (MD) in the context of our findings regarding the importance

of local structure.

Beyond the thermodynamically stable α-Al2O3, Al2O3 crystallizes into several

other metastable polymorphs including the gamma (γ), theta (θ), kappa (κ), chi (χ),

eta (η), and delta (δ) phases. The synthesis and characterization of these phases

is the subject of several other works and reviews [131–133]. Among these phases,

only the structures of κ and θ have been experimentally resolved, although there is

general agreement that γ is a disordered cubic spinel [131,134,135]. The γ phase is

the polymorph most commonly found in commercial applications such as catalysis

or coatings [134, 136]. ALD-grown Al2O3 has been demonstrated to favorably form

in the γ, α, or amorphous phase depending on conditions of strain energy, surface

energy, and lattice mismatch of the substrate [137]. Further, the γ, θ, and κ phases

of Al2O3 can reliably be formed with various deposition temperatures and substrates

using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [138–140]. In this work, we focus on the

stable α phase and the metastable γ, θ, and κ polymorphs because of their structural

confirmation in experiments and their accessibility via common processing routes.

These metastable polymorphs have not yet been studied for Li-ion diffusion. An

understanding and comparison of the mechanisms by which Li+ diffuses through

these different crystalline and amorphous structures can enable progress toward the

development of reproducible, conductive coatings that protect electrode surfaces.

With first-principles computation, we can directly investigate the effect of

atomic level differences in crystal structure on macroscale properties such as Li+
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diffusivity and conductivity. A fundamental understanding of Li diffusion within

different phases of Al2O3 will guide experimental synthesis and fabrication of Al2O3

coatings for optimal battery coating layer performance. Here, we examine Li-ion

diffusivity in Al2O3 as a function of structure and Li+ concentration. We use first-

principles nudged elastic band calculations and ab initio molecular dynamics simula-

tions to observe Li+ diffusion in the different structures of α, κ, γ, θ, and amorphous

Al2O3. We find that simple geometric properties such as the Li-Al distance correlate

with the Li+ migration barrier in both crystalline and amorphous Al2O3, and use

this to demonstrate how the migration barrier can be lowered by inducing of Al3+

deficiencies.

5.1 Li+ sites and dilute Li+ migration in α, κ, γ, θ, and amorphous

Al2O3

We first demonstrate that lithium is incorporated in Al2O3 as lithium ions,

Li+, rather than as metallic Li, Li0. This is the most common assumption based on

the availability of Li ions in the electrolyte during cycling and is also relevant to the

question of how concentration may affect Li+ conductivity. The findings of Jung

et al. [54] suggest that it is actually Li0 that is added to Al2O3 and subsequently

ionized, dumping charge into the Al-O bonds, weakening the overall structure, and

creating more diffusive pathways. This would also heavily n-dope the material,

rendering it metallic, which is in contradiction to in-situ cycling data [125]. Our

defect energy calculations for Li0 and Li+ conclusively show that the formation
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energy for Li0 is prohibitively high for all chemical potentials and Fermi energies

and thus, only Li+ should be considered as feasible for incorporation in the matrix

(Figure C.1). We continue from here under this assumption, as have most other

previous computational investigations [55,141].

An overview of the crystalline structures α, κ, γ, and θ-Al2O3 and the potential

sites for Li+ sites in these phases are shown in Figure 5.1. We identified candidate

Li+ sites in α, κ, γ, θ, and amorphous Al2O3 by using a combination of Voronoi

analysis to find appropriately-sized volumes for Li+ occupation, and bond valence

analysis to identify sites with proper chemical environments for the Li+ ion. We

performed a static relaxation to converge the lattice parameters and atomic positions

to their lowest energy configurations at each candidate Li+ site. Parameters, cutoffs,

and detailed methodology for all calculations can be found in Chapter 2.

For our initial calculations, all structures maintain perfect stoichiometry so

that the only relevant differences between crystalline lattices are in the organization

of the oxygen anion sublattice and the ratio of tetrahedral to octahedral Al3+ cations.

The α phase, which has a corundum structure (space group R3̄c), is the room

temperature phase of Al2O3, while orthorhombic κ (space group Pna21), cubic spinel

γ (space group Fd3̄m), and monoclinic θ (space group C2/m) are all metastable high-

temperature phases. In α and κ, the oxygen anions are ordered in hexagonal lattice

planes, with oxygen planes in α organized as ABAB packing, and in κ organized

as ABAC packing. In α, two-thirds of the octahedral interstitials are occupied by

Al3+ atoms in an ordered array. All Al3+ cations are octahedrally coordinated in

α, while in κ, 25% of Al3+ cations are tetrahedrally coordinated and the other 75%
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Figure 5.1: Structures and Li+ sites of crystalline a) α, b) κ, c) γ, and d) θ-Al2O3,
where open channels in the b-direction can be seen. Aluminum, oxygen, and lithium
atoms are represented by gray spheres in polyhedra, red spheres, and green spheres,
respectively. NEB paths with normalized reaction coordinates for Li site hops in
the e) α, f) κ, g) γ, and h) θ structures.
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occupy octahedral interstitials.

In γ and θ-Al2O3, the oxygen anion sublattice is arranged in a fcc structure,

and Al3+ ions occupy either tetrahedral or octahedral interstitial sites. The γ struc-

ture is best understood as a defected cubic spinel, and has a disordered structure

with lattice parameters and atomic positions that have yet to be fully experimen-

tally resolved [134, 135]. In γ-Al2O3, some of the octahedral and tetrahedral sites

are occupied by Al3+ in a disordered array. Previous computational studies sug-

gest 25–37.5% of Al3+ in γ may occupy tetrahedrally coordinated sites, while the

other Al3+ cations occupy octahedrally coordinated sites [141]. In θ-Al2O3, 50% of

the Al3+ ions are tetrahedrally coordinated and 50% of the Al3+ ions are octahe-

drally coordinated. As observed by Wolverton and Hass, the increasing percentage

of tetrahedrally coordinated Al3+ ions from γ to θ also matches the order in which

they form from dehydration of a boehmite precursor [141].

Within each structure, Li+ sites are coordinated by four (tetrahedral), five

(pentahedral), or six (octahedral) oxygen anions. Li+ migration occurs between

neighboring octahedral sites in α, octahedral-tetrahedral sites in γ, and as octahedral-

octahedral, octahedral-pentahedral, or pentahedral-pentahedral site hops in κ. We

used nudged elastic band (NEB) calculations to calculate the energy of the migra-

tion barrier (Ea) and transition state energy for Li+ hops between adjacent sites in

each material. To calculate Ea, we took the energy difference of the highest and

lowest energy images in the converged NEB path. In all crystalline and amorphous

structures, we first examined migration barriers in the dilute case, corresponding to

a Li concentration of approximately x = 0.03 in LixAl2O3 (one Li+ per supercell),
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Figure 5.2: Arrhenius relationship for θ and amorphous Al2O3 with dilute Li con-
centrations.

with charge neutrality enforced by adding in a uniform positive background charge

(or “jellium”, see Chapter 2 for further details). We later explored higher concentra-

tions of Li in selected structures, as previous studies have suggested a dependence

of diffusivity on Li concentration in amorphous Al2O3 [54, 55].

In the α, κ, and γ structures, the Li+ migration barrier is high, above 1.5 eV

for most paths. Li+ has the largest migration energy barrier in α-Al2O3, with Ea

= 2.44 eV, in good agreement with previous studies. This barrier is prohibitively

high for rapid migration through the coating layer, even for coatings as thin as

1 nm [52]. As further confirmation of this result, we found no Li+ migration in

ab-initio molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of Li+ in α-Al2O3 at temperatures

within 100 K of the melting point. In κ-Al2O3, the energy barrier for migration

between octahedral sites (sites 1 and 2 in Fig. 5.1b) is relatively low at Ea = 0.47

eV, but migration between pentahedral sites (sites 3 and 4 in Fig. 5.1b) requires a

large activation energy of Ea = 1.53 eV. Migration between adjacent pentahedral
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and octahedral sites in κ also has a large activation energy of Ea = 1.75 eV. Finally,

in γ-Al2O3, hopping occurs between octahedral and tetrahedral sites. The energy

barriers found for different octahedral-tetrahedral hops were between 1.3 and 1.5

eV (Figure 5.1g). Overall, the high energy barrier for Li+ migration indicate that

fast (or even moderate) room temperature Li+ conduction is unlikely to occur in

α-Al2O3, κ-Al2O3, or γ-Al2O3.

Compared to these structures, the barrier for Li+ migration in the θ structure

is very low. In θ-Al2O3, Li+ occupies sites in wide, open channels between oxygen

planes, which run in the b-direction (Fig. 5.1d). The Li+ sites in the channels are

either tetrahedral or octahedral, with DFT energies slightly lower for the tetrahedral

Li+ than the octahedral Li+. Channels with tetrahedral sites are asymmetric in

the a-c plane, with elongation along the c-axis (sites 3 and 4 in Fig. 5.1d), or

elongation along the a-axis (sites 5 and 6), while channels with octahedral sites

are more symmetric in the a-c plane. Tetrahedral-tetrahedral Li+ migration has an

energy barrier of Ea = 0.3 eV (hopping from site 3 to 4) or 0.6 eV (sites 5 and

6) and octahedral-octahedral migration in these channels has a barrier of Ea = 0.1

eV (sites 1 and 2 in Fig. 5.1d), the lowest Li+ migration barrier for all crystalline

materials studied. Hops between channels from octahedral to tetrahedral sites have

high barriers of about Ea = 1.5 eV. The low barriers for Li+ migration indicate that

θ-Al2O3 is likely to exhibit fast Li+ conduction, but that it would likely be confined

to 1-D conduction along the b-axis channel. MD simulation results indicate θ-Al2O3

has an extrapolated room-temperature Li+ conductivity of 0.004 mS cm−1 (lower

bound 1.74 × 10−4 mS cm−1), upper bound 0.134 mS cm−1) in the b-direction
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Figure 5.3: Energy barrier vs. Li-Al distance variation (LDV, see Chapter 2) for
crystalline structures. Each point represents a migration path in a crystalline struc-
ture. The dotted line is a linear regression for the points, with Pearson’s correlation
coefficient R = 0.93.

(Figure 5.2).

The wide variation in the energy of Li+ migration barriers can only be at-

tributed to differing structural parameters of the crystalline polymorphs. To un-

derstand how these parameters are related to the migration barriers, we plotted

relationships between the migration barrier and the Li-Al distance, average Li-O

bond length, Li site volume, migration path length, Li coordination number, and

number of nearest Al neighbors (Chapter 2) for migrating Li in each image of the

migration paths in the various crystalline structures. We found that the range of

the average Li-Al distance for each path, referred to here as the Li-Al distance vari-

ation (LDV) (Chapter 2), has by far the strongest correlation with the migration

barrier in the crystalline polymorphs, with a correlation coefficient R = 0.93 (Fig-

ure 5.3). The LDV measures the change in the average Al neighbor distance as the
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Li+ migrates along a given path. Our work shows that as this variation increases,

so does the activation barrier. Other variables we examined, including the Li site

volume, average Li-O distances, average Li-Al distances, and coordination number

did not significantly correlate with the migration barrier (Figure C.2). Therefore,

Li+ migration is facilitated when the Al-neighbor environment remains constant

throughout the migration channels. Further, this suggests that in crystalline struc-

tures, a lower barrier is more favorable for structures where Li+ sites are large and

far from neighboring Al3+ cations. The Coulomb repulsion between the high pos-

itive charge of Al3+ and Li+, badly screened by the dielectric environment, is the

most likely underlying factor determining this relationship.

In sharp contrast to the crystalline polymorphs, where sites are mainly tetra-

hedrally or octahedrally coordinated and are symmetric within each structure, Li+

sites in amorphous Al2O3, as found through Voronoi analysis, have a range of O

coordination numbers and local environments, resulting in varying Li+ energies and

barriers for migration (Figure 5.4a and b). Low barriers certainly exist throughout

the amorphous structure, but any path allowing Li+ to move a reasonable distance

is likely to also contain some sites with very low energies relative to neighboring

spots. These low-energy sites can act as trapping sites for Li+, resulting in lower

diffusivity.

In our study of 135 sites in the 160-atom amorphous supercell, Li-ions tended

to predominantly occupy 3-, 4-, 5-coordinated sites in am-Al2O3, and rarely 6-

coordinated sites. The median site energy increased with coordination number,

where 3-coordinated sites had the lowest median energy and 6-coordinated sites had
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Figure 5.4: Li+ transport in am-Al2O3. a) Amorphous structure with Al (light blue),
O (light red), and Li sites (large spheres, multiple colors) from NEB calculations
and b) corresponding connected NEB path. Colors of Li in structure correspond to
points plotted in path. c) Boxplots of distribution of the energy of Li+ interstitials in
am-Al2O3, Lii, referenced to the lowest energy Lii found for the structure, grouped
by coordination number. All Li sites and NEB images were used. The center line
in each box indicates the median of the data, the edges of the box indicate the first
and third quartiles, and the whiskers indicate the range of the data or 1.5 times
the interquartile range, whichever is smaller. Points outside the whiskers (outliers)
are marked with gray circles. d) Energy barrier vs Li-Al distance variation for all
studied migration paths in amorphous Al2O3. The dotted line is a linear regression
of the points with correlation coefficient R = 0.66.
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the highest (Figure 5.4c). However, the energy difference between sites with different

O coordination numbers was small and the range in energies overlapped for all

coordination numbers, which provides an explanation for why we did not find a trend

between energy barrier and Li-O coordination number or Li-O distance. Among the

migration paths we studied (N = 21), some could be connected together across the

cell, and these connected paths had overall migration barriers of approximately 2

eV (Figure 5.4b). However, these connected paths may not be representative of the

average migration barrier for Li+ in amorphous. From our MD simulations, Li+

migration in am-Li0.2Al2O3 had an Ea = 1.39 ± 0.137 eV (Figure 5.2), which agrees

well with the activation energy for dilute Li+ concentrations in amorphous Al2O3

from previous computational studies [55]. We found a positive correlation between

migration barrier and LDV similar to that in the crystalline materials (Figure 5.4d),

indicating that the strong dependence of Li+ migration on the repulsion from nearby

Al3+ holds in the amorphous system.

5.2 Effect of Li+ concentration in Al2O3

Previous studies have shown Li+ diffusivity increases slightly with concentra-

tions higher than x = 0.3 in amorphous LixAl2O3 [55]. In our MD simulations of

α-Al2O3, we observed only two Li+ hopping events in α-Li0.56Al2O3, but none for

those with lower Li concentrations. For amorphous-LixAl2O3, our MD simulations of

Li concentrations from x = 0.09 to 0.25 show small shifts in diffusivity with concen-

tration, but little trend (Figure 5.5a). By contrast, in MD simulations of θ-Al2O3, we
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Figure 5.5: Effect of increasing Li+ in α, θ, and am-Al2O3. a) Li diffusivity in am-
Al2O3 from MD simulations at 1900 K as function of Li+ concentration. b) Mean
squared displacement (MSD) of Li+ ions in θ-Al2O3 with increasing Li concentra-
tion at 1300 K. Migration energy barriers for selected paths in c) θ, d) α, and e)
amorphous Al2O3, comparing relaxed paths (solid lines) with unrelaxed paths with
an added Li+ near the start or end of the path (dashed lines). In (c), the relaxed
path (solid blue line) is the 3-4 path as shown in Fig. 5.1d, corresponding to a
tet-tet hop.
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found that the number of Li hops of Li+ decreased as Li+ concentrations increased

(Figure 4b), implying that the cells with higher concentrations (x > 0.06) do not

show fast diffusion. The mechanism driving these shifts in diffusivity as a function of

Li concentration could involve direct Li+-Li+ repulsion in the relatively unscreened

environment of the Al2O3 matrix, gradual filling of the lowest energy (trap) sites

such that at higher concentrations Li+ can easily hop between the remaining high

energy sites left available [142], local or global structural distortions that affect the

favorability of available pathways, or competition or cooperation between any of

these factors. To distinguish between these possibilities and uncover the origin of

the different behaviors in different structures, we examined the atomistic effect of

Li+ concentration in am-Al2O3, θ-Al2O3 (the most intrinsically conductive crystal),

and α-Al2O3 (the least intrinsically conductive crystal) by adding an extra Li+ near

to endpoints of the hopping paths previously calculated for Li ions in the pristine

Al2O3 matrix.

To isolate the effect of Li+-Li+ Coulombic interactions, we placed an extra Li+

near the endpoints of the migration path and recalculated the energies along the

path, first without any structural relaxation and subsequently re-relaxing the entire

NEB path. In some cases we found that the added Li+ so strongly repelled the

existing Li+ that the path itself was altered, eliminating the option of a direct com-

parison between relaxed migration paths with and without added Li+. Ions placed

in positions near ( 1.5 Å) the start or end points of the migrating ion dramati-

cally changed the path energies due to direct Li+-Li+ repulsion (evaluated without

relaxation), and in many cases also had additional strong effects through lattice
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relaxation.

For θ-Al2O3, both intra- and cross-channel Li+-Li+ interactions appear to be

relatively unscreened, as migrating Li were strongly “pushed” away from added ions

(Fig. 5.5c), especially within the channel. The range of Li+-Li+ interactions is fairly

localized; ions added 3 Å or more away did not change the migration barrier. After

relaxation of extra Li+ at nearby sites (< 2 Å apart), the added Li-ions did not

stay at their initial proximity and instead moved further apart due to electrostatic

repulsion (and low intrinsic migration barrier). Therefore, we could not directly

compare relaxed paths without and with an additional Li+ in close proximity, but

we can gauge the overall effect of relaxation through calculations of the migration

path with added Li+ at greater distances. We performed these for a variety of Li+

concentrations. Li+ concentration-induced relaxation raises the barrier in θ-Al2O3

(Figure C.3). For all concentrations x > 0.03 (one Li+ per supercell) in θ-LixAl2O3,

Li+ migration barriers increased. This can be traced to shrinkage or collapse of

the channels in response to added Li+ that makes the pathway less favorable for

migration. We also studied the θ surface and found extremely distorted channels

near the vacuum layer (Figure C.4), resulting in an increased migration barrier.

This highlights the fact that the integrity of the 1D channels in θ is critical to fast

diffusion within the structure, and that this integrity is compromised by structural

relaxation in response to increasing Li+ concentration. Our MD simulations showed

that at concentrations of Li+ where x > 0.06, in addition to constriction of the

channels, framework Al3+ occasionally swapped positions with Li+, blocking the

fast-conducting channels, and causing overall structural changes reminiscent of a
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phase transition (Figure C.5). Thus, we conclude that in the case of θ-Al2O3, it

is structural effects, specifically choking of the 1D channels, that are the dominant

effect of increasing Li+ content and that these are detrimental to ionic conductivity.

In α-Al2O3, we found that the addition of a Li+ had virtually no effect on the

migration barrier or the symmetry of the energy barrier for hopping between the two

identical sites (Fig. 5.5d), indicating that the migrating Li+ is not “pushed” as it

was in θ-Al2O3. Li+ sites in the α structure are spaced widely at approximately 3.3

Å apart, and we have already established that almost no direct Coulombic repulsion

is operative at this distance. Additionally, the surrounding Al3+ framework atoms

are closer to the migrating Li+ than they are in the θ structure (between 2.0 and

2.8 Å), which may result in increased screening of direct Li+-Li+ interaction. A

relaxation of the NEB path with the extra Li+ recovers almost exactly the original

path energies and barrier, demonstrating that the added Li+ does not change or

distort the Al3+ framework, but also does not enhance migration. These findings

are in alignment with our MD simulations that show increasing Li+ concentration in

α appeared to have little effect on the number of observed hopping events. From this

result, we conclude that increasing Li+ concentration in α is not likely to increase

the conductivity, as no strong Li+-Li+ interactions exist at relevant site distances in

this structure.

In amorphous Al2O3, Li+-Li+ interactions were readily observed for Li+ close

to one another (approximately 1.5–2.0 Å apart) (Fig. 5.5e). We found Li+-Li+

repulsion affected path energies in both high and low barrier paths, and at a vari-

ety of sites with different energies and Al3+ environments. Since hops in am-Al2O3
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occur between sites of different energies, the migration paths are intrinsically non-

symmetric. As before, we place an extra Li+ near to the endpoints of the migration

path and recalculate path energies without relaxation. For am-Al2O3, the energies

of the initial and final sites differ, resulting in more calculations. For both endpoints,

and for both the high and low energy barrier paths we chose, the Li+ is “pushed”

away from the extra Li+ by Coulomb repulsion. Very large shifts in energy were

seen for nearby site energies and the overall barrier for the higher energy hop was

lowered by approximately 1 eV. We also found that when a nearby low energy site

is occupied, the energy barrier for migration in the vicinity of the site is lowered

(Figure C.6). These results suggest that the atomistic mechanism for the depen-

dence of diffusivity on concentration found in previous studies [55] is the occupation

of very low energy sites, which not only eliminates trapping sites, but also lowers

the migration barrier for nearby migrating ions. Previous studies also suggested an

increased concentration of Li+ up to a formula of Li3.5Al2O3 is energetically favor-

able over the dilute case [54], suggesting that lithiation of the amorphous coating is

a viable method to improve Li+ diffusivity in the material. Our investigation of a

surface model of amorphous Al2O3 indicates that the amorphous surface is likely to

behave similarly to the bulk, with a similar average migration barrier and concentra-

tion dependence, regardless of structural distortions of the surface (Figure C.7-C.9).

Therefore, we suggest that in coatings of amorphous Al2O3, the weak dependence

of diffusivity on increasing Li+ concentration originates from gradual filling of the

lowest energy sites.

To summarize our findings, we suggest that increased Li concentration im-
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proves diffusivity in structures with “hilly” energy landscapes, i.e. a mixture of low

energy trapping sites and high energy sites, such as am-Al2O3. Added Li+ occupy

and thereby eliminate the low energy trapping sites, which also facilitates Li+ mi-

gration in adjacent sites. Li+-Li+ interactions are poorly screened in the dielectric

environment of Al2O3, which may drive Li+ through the lattice during charge and

discharge as a concentration gradient is imposed. There are also structural changes

precipitated by Li+ concentration. For the case of the intrinsically diffusive 1D

channels in θ-Al2O3, Li+-dirven perturbation of the structure impedes Li+ trans-

port. The high intrinsic migration barrier of α-Al2O3 is relatively insensitive to Li+

incorporation except at very high Li+ concentrations sufficient to alter the structural

framework.

5.3 Li+ migration in defected Al2O3

Because defect energies for Al3+ and O2− vacancies are calculated to be low in

Al2O3 according to our work and that of others [143], and because of the strong rela-

tionship we found between LDV and Li+ migration barrier in crystalline and amor-

phous Al2O3, we next studied how native defects affect Li+ migration. We removed

O2− and Al3+ at varying concentrations, compensated with jellium or added Li+, re-

spectively, relaxed the structures to allow for accommodation of the removed/added

atoms, and performed MD simulations and NEB calculations. We did not find any

marked effect of O2− off-stoichiometry on Li+ hopping (Figure C.10), which is con-

sistent with the lack of dependence of the Li+ migration barrier on the Li-O distance
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Figure 5.6: Al3+ off-stoichiometry and Li+ migration. MSD of Li+ for several Li+

concentrations in pristine and off-stoichiometric a) α and b) amorphous Al2O3, both
at 1300 K. c) Energy barriers for paths in pristine (solid line) θ-Li0.09Al2O3 and Al3+

vacancy defected (dotted line) θ-Li0.09Al1.94O3. d) MSD of Li+ in θ-Li0.09Al2O3 and
Al3+ vacancy defected θ-Li0.09Al1.94O3 at 1300 K.
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in amorphous or crystalline Al2O3 polymorphs. We therefore focused on the effect

of Al3+ off-stoichiometry on the migration energy barrier. We studied Li+ migra-

tion in α, θ, and am-Al2O3 with various levels of Al3+ deficiency, compensating for

the charge difference by adding 3 Li+ for each Al3+ removed (see further details in

Chapter 2). Overall, the number of Li+ hopping events increased in Al3+-deficient

crystalline α (Figure 5.6a) and amorphous Al2O3 (Figure 5.6b) compared to stoi-

chiometric structures with the same Li+ concentration (but charge compensated by

a uniform positive background). Our MD simulations of Al3+ vacancy-defected α

structures showed several hopping events in α, whereas the same duration of MD

of the pristine lattice with the same Li concentration showed no movement of Li

interstitials. Visual inspection of our MD simulations revealed that Li hopping in α

occurred within enlarged Li+ sites formed by Al3+ vacancies in the lattice (Figure

C.11). The calculated migration barrier for the Li+ hops mediated by Al3+ vacan-

cies was also drastically lower than the barrier for Li migration in pristine α. In

amorphous Al2O3, we fully relaxed structures with Al3+ removed and compensating

Li+ added, resulting in a bond network that rearranged to accommodate the missing

Al. The migration barriers in these structures with Al3+ off-stoichiometry were also

lowered compared to the non-defected case (Figure C.12), though to a lesser extent

than in the crystalline α structure. In the Al3+ off-stoichiometric structures, Li+

occupied the vacant Al3+ sites after relaxation, which indicates that the improved

Li+ transport was not specifically vacancy-driven, i.e., Li+ did not travel via a string

of vacancies connected through the structure. Rather, increased movement was a

result of the changed Li-Al environment and lowered Coulombic repulsion. Overall,
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our findings suggest that an increase in Al3+ sub-stoichiometry may facilitate Li+

migration in both α and amorphous Al2O3. This finding squares with our previous

result that a smaller LDV lowers the Li+ migration barrier, and identifies Li+ - Al3+

as the dominant charge interaction in this material.

By contrast, in θ-Al2O3, in which Li diffusion is fastest in the non-defected

structure, almost all of the energy barriers were similar or slightly higher in de-

fected structures. The exception was for the high barrier cross-channel hops near

the Al3+ vacancy, which were instead lowered (Figure 5.6c). This can again be

explained by structural distortions that drive local constriction along the high mo-

bility 1D channels. The Al3+ vacancies in the θ framework were occupied by a Li+

substituent, which caused asymmetry in the LDV and Li site volume for paths in

the channel, increasing the migration barrier. This is consistent with our studies

of the migration energy landscape in θ which indicate that even minor structural

distortion raises migration barriers (Figure C.4). However, we found the opposite

effect for hopping across channels, where reduction of LDV was not offset by chan-

nel constriction. These microscopic observations are supported by MD simulations

in which Li+ migration was more sluggish in the Al-defected structure than in the

pristine one (Figure 5.6d).

5.4 Discussion

In this study, we systematically analyzed the effects of crystal structure and

ionic concentration on Li+ diffusion in Al2O3. We observed that the varied Li+
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migration barriers in the α, κ, γ, and θ crystalline Al2O3 polymorphs and amorphous

Al2O3 were strongly correlated with Li-Al distance variation (LDV, see Chapter 2),

which is a measure of the variation of the distance between Li and neighboring Al

along the migration path. This correlation suggests that Al2O3 crystal structures

with minimal fluctuation in the size of the Al framework channels connecting Li

sites will most readily conduct Li ions. This is consistent with the very low barrier

for Li migration in the θ structure, as θ-Al2O3 has characteristic wide channels and

large Li sites far from adjacent Al3+. In other structures, such as α- and κ-Al2O3,

the dense packing of Al3+ ions and constriction of the site, with closer neighboring

Al atoms at the transition point, raise the barrier energy and cause sluggish Li+

migration.

The concentration of Li+ in the structures is relevant for Li+ diffusion in all

structures studied, but in varying ways. In amorphous Al2O3, we found that because

of the strong Li+-Li+ interactions, the addition of a Li-ion near the start of a mi-

gration path would lower the migration barrier through Coulomb repulsion. These

interactions, along with a gradual filling of the lowest energy trap sites, comprise the

mechanism for increased diffusivity. In a battery charge/discharge process, there is

a natural directional gradient to Li+ density that could serve to drive movement

through the coating. This implies that pre-lithiation of the amorphous coating may

be a viable option to increase conductivity, both by pre-filling trap sites and by

increasing repulsion. In α-Al2O3, where the Li+ migration barrier in the dilute case

is so high as to effectively block Li+ transport, the number of hopping events in MD

simulations increased only in extremely lithiated structures, but remained essen-
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tially zero at small concentrations. The number of hopping events did not increase

with increasing Li+ concentration in θ-Al2O3, where increasing Li+ concentration

disrupted the migration channels in the structure, especially in high-temperature

MD simulations where it appeared to precipitate a phase transition, causing slower

diffusion than in the dilute case. Our work suggests that amorphous Al2O3 provides

the best optimization between favorable repulsion and unfavorable distortion and

that efforts to synthesize highly conductive θ-Al2O3 for anode/cathode coating ma-

terials would be fruitful only at the very beginning of the charge/discharge where Li+

density is low enough that the structure is preserved, and disadvantageous deeper

in the cycle.

For off-stoichiometric α, θ, and amorphous Al2O3, we found that while O2−

and Al3+ defects would affect diffusivity, Al3+ off-stoichiometry in α and amorphous

materials could effectively lower the migration barrier and increase the number of

hopping events compared to the non-defected lattices. In defected α-Al2O3, Al3+

vacancy clusters drastically lowered the barrier for migration. MD simulations also

suggested that Al3+ off-stoichiometry resulted in a greater number of hopping events

in α and amorphous Al2O3. As with Li+ concentration, the Al3+ off-stoichiometry

advantage in θ was offset by structural distortion and incipient phase transition that

choked off the conductive channels.

Overall, our key findings are that stable, fast Li+ diffusivity in Al2O3 may

be achieved via a combination of high Li+ concentration and lower concentration

of Al3+ (off-stoichiometry) in amorphous materials. Since typical Al2O3 synthesis

and coating methods do not involve Li, one route to conductive coatings would be
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to manipulate the Al3+ vacancy concentration of deposited coatings, perhaps by

synthesis in an O-rich environment, and increase the Li+ concentration in-operando

during cycling. In this case, lithiation would require a depletion of the Li capac-

ity in the electrode during the first cycle, suggesting that coating a Li-rich anode

(such as Li metal) against dendrite formation may be a more fruitful path towards

improved battery performance than protectively coating the relatively Li-poorer

cathode. However, since Li+ and V3+
Al are compensating defects that form a neutral

V3+
Al -3Li+ defect complex, it may be possible to achieve an optimal material at the

synthesis level. Our work suggests that a Li-enriched, Al-deficient am-Al2O3 coating

would be highly conductive and suitable for both anode and cathode protection.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and future work

6.1 Conclusions

I used thermodynamic analyses based on first-principles computation data to

systematically examine the stability between high-voltage cathodes and solid-state

chemistries. I found that the thermodynamic stability of coating layers with high

voltage cathodes is highly influenced by the Li content (atomic Li fraction) of the

coating. A match or overlap between the Li chemical potential (µLi) of coating and

cathode is important for stability. Coatings with a higher Li content will tend to be

stable with layered cathodes, while coatings with a lower Li content will tend to be

stable with delithiated or high-voltage cathodes. Because the stability varies with

the Li content and cation chemistries, the interface stability or compatibilities should

be individually evaluated for each pair of cathode, coating, and solid electrolyte

compositions. Among the classes of materials that I studied, I found that lithium

quaternary phosphates and lithium ternary fluorides both had good stability with

high-voltage cathodes and sufficient Li content for Li transport, and may be useful

to investigate as coating materials.

I further evaluated the stability between different cathodes and a specific solid

electrolyte, garnet-structured LLZO, which is promising because of its high Li-ion
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conductivity and wide electrochemical stability window. I found that LLZO and

most oxide cathodes are intrinsically thermodynamically unstable, and, similarly to

the high-voltage cathode and coating layers, this instability is caused by a mismatch

of the µLi between the two materials. The intrinsic instability causes interfacial

degradation during cycling, especially at high voltages, leading to high interfacial

resistance and poor stability, which has also been reported in experiments. Given

this instability, a coating will be critical to stabilize and protect LLZO-cathode

interfaces. Through systematic analysis with lithium ternary oxide coating layer

chemistries, I found the stability of LLZO with a Li-M-O coating is highly dependent

on the identity of the element M. For elements M that are stable with garnet, Li-

M-O coatings will have a wide composition range that is stable with garnet. These

types of materials are promising coatings for protecting garnet, since they would

remain stable with LLZO throughout compositional fluctuations due to sintering,

electrochemical cycling, or side reactions. The overlap of Li-M-O compositions stable

with LLZO and NMC occurs for O-rich and Li-rich compositions generally along

the tie-line between Li2O and M-O oxides. Based on these trends, I identified a

number of promising new coating layers and provide guiding tables and figures for

experimental coating layer selection (see Chapter 4).

Finally, I used first-principles computation to analyzed the effects of crystal

structure and composition on Li+ migration in Al2O3, a common coating layer. I ob-

served that the migration barriers in the α, κ, γ, and θ crystalline phases and amor-

phous Al2O3 was strongly correlated with Li-Al distance variation, such that larger

distances between Li+ and neighboring Al3+ in the structure are a good proxy for
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low Li+ migration barriers in both crystalline and amorphous polymorphs. Among

the polymorphs I studied, I found θ-Al2O3 has the lowest migration barrier and the

fastest Li+ diffusion, but its 1D diffusion channels are delicate and susceptible to

distortion, which disrupts easy migration. The incorporation of higher concentra-

tions of Li+ increased the number of observed hopping events in amorphous and

α-Al2O3, but caused distortion and a phase transition in θ-Al2O3, preventing fast

diffusion. Although O2− vacancies were largely inert, I found that Al3+ vacancies

and off-stoichiometry could lower the migration barrier and increase the number of

hopping events in α and amorphous Al2O3. Therefore, lowering the Al3+ content,

perhaps through introduction of vacancy defects or synthesis in an O-rich environ-

ment, could be a viable method to achieve stable and Li-diffusive Al2O3 coatings.

6.2 Future work

Although this thesis work has provided understanding of the interface, ther-

modynamic stability of coating layers, and Li-ion transport in Al2O3, additional

studies are needed to guide the development of the solid electrolyte-cathode inter-

face. For example, we have yet to understand the effects of experimental conditions

such as high-temperature sintering or varied processing conditions, and how these

environmental changes affect the stability of components at the interface, the ionic

conductivity of the coating, and other properties of interest such as mechanical

strength or stiffness. These remaining knowledge gaps articulate key future direc-

tions for this work.
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The thermodynamic analyses performed in this thesis rely on DFT energies

calculated for materials at 0 K. One of the core questions for this type of analysis

is how it can translate to reactions at room temperature or higher temperatures,

since processing of the electrolyte-cathode interface generally occurs at higher tem-

peratures. A valuable future research effort would be to conduct thermodynamic

analyses to model the high temperature reactions between solid electrolyte, cath-

ode, and coating layer. Kinetics and surface structure or morphology will also play

a role at high temperatures, and these variables may be taken into consideration

with large-scale molecular dynamics simulations separate from the thermodynamic

analyses used here.

The ionic conductivity of the coating layer is also a major factor in its suc-

cess in lowering interfacial resistance and improving battery performance. As can

be seen from my work on Li+ transport in Al2O3, Li-ion conductivity within the

coating layer is highly individualized depending on the chemistry, and chemistries

with multiple polymorphs can have a wide range of Li+ migration energies and dif-

fusivities. Further work on successful chemistries within a particular system would

be useful to improve our understanding of how to synthesize and process coating

layers. For example, the amorphous Li-Nb-O system is successful as a coating layer

with LLZO garnet and layered oxide cathodes, but there is little understanding of

how the Li content and overall stoichiometry affect Li+ conduction. An in-depth

study of the Li+ migration in additional experimentally demonstrated coatings for

a particular system (e.g. LLZO-NMC) would allow us to fine-tune the chemistry for

best Li+ diffusivity and thermodynamic stability.
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Appendix A: Further analysis on stability of coatings with cathodes

This appendix contains additional information about the stability of oxide

cathodes with different solid-state chemistries.

Figure A.1: Swarmplot comparing the minimum mutual decomposition energy Ed
of all the lithium ternary oxide (Li-M-O) compounds with each of the cathodes.
The pseudo-binary of the Li-M-Os and each cathode is denoted by a cluster of
points. Within each cluster, a point represents a single Li-M-O compound. The
color of the point indicates the lithium content of the composition. In each cluster,
points are grouped by their lithium content. Delithiated cathodes tend to react
more vigorously with the most lithiated compounds (Li content 0.45-0.5 or greater)
than lithiated cathodes. The decomposition energies of LNO cathodes are more
negative than the LCO cathodes, which indicates they tend to have slightly larger
decomposition energies.
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Figure A.2: Heatmap of decomposition energies Ed of binary oxides with cathodes,
similar to Fig. 3.2.

phosphates silicates borates Ed (meV/atom)

Figure A.3: Heatmap of decomposition energies Ed of selected lithium polyanion
compounds (composition Li–M–X–O, where X = B, Si, or P) with cathodes, similar
to Fig. 3.2.
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Figure A.4: Boxplot comparing the decomposition energies of each of the groups of
binary oxides with all the cathodes. Data outside the whiskers (outliers) are marked
individually as gray circles.

Figure A.5: Cathodic vs anodic limits of all lithium-containing materials studied.
(a) Colored by materials classes. (b) Colored by decomposition energy with LiCoO2.
Outlined green area indicates region where there is overlap between the electrochem-
ical window of the cathode and the coating, with the type of overlap specified by
the legend. Overlap of the electrochemical windows of the two materials does not
necessarily mean the two materials are stable.
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Figure A.6: Decomposition energy of LiCoPO4 with Li-M-O oxides vs the anodic
and cathodic limits of the oxides. The materials with higher anodic limit (oxidiation
limit) generally exhibit better interface stability.
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Appendix B: Stability of materials with garnet and NMC

This appendix contains additional information about the stability of garnet

and NMC with various coating layer materials.

Figure B.1: Heatmaps of the chemical and electrochemical (at 3 and 5 V) de-
composition energy of binary oxides with LLZO, LiNi0.3Mn0.3Co0.3O2 (NMC), and
delithiated Li0.5Ni0.3Mn0.3Co0.3O2 (d-NMC).
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Figure B.2: Heatmaps of the chemical and electrochemical (at 3 and 5 V) decom-
position energy of quaternary phosphates, silicates, and borates with LLZO, NMC,
and d-NMC.
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Figure B.3: Heatmap of the chemical and electrochemical (at 3 and 5 V) decompo-
sition energy of ternary halides with LLZO, NMC, and d-NMC.
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Figure B.4: Boxplot showing distribution of decomposition energies of garnet LLZO
with binary oxides and lithium ternary oxides, phosphates, borates, silicates, and
halides. Among the materials classes studied, the lithium ternary oxides have the
lowest median reaction energy with LLZO, at approximately 0 eV/atom, indicating
a large proportion of this material class has good stability with LLZO.

Figure B.5: Li chemical potential (µLi) windows of LLZO garnet and selected oxide
cathodes.
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Figure B.6: Heatmaps of the decomposition energies of Li-Al-O compositions with
cathodes a) LiNiO2, b) LiMnO2, and c) LiCoO2. All heatmaps are normalized to
the same energy.

Figure B.7: Heatmap of the decomposition energies of Li-Al-O compositions with
delithiated cathode d-NMC.
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Figure B.8: Electrochemical stability of the (a) LLZO — Li-Nb-O interface and the
(b) NMC — Li-Nb-O interface at 5V.

Figure B.9: Decomposition energy and products of Li-Al-O at 3 V and 5 V. Under
5 V, the most stable regions are Al- and O-rich compositions. The O-rich region
of the coating layer is stable between 3 – 5 V, the typical cathode cycling voltage.
Binary Al2O3 is stable throughout the 3 – 5 V range. Highly lithiated compositions,
which tend to be less stable as voltage increases, will decompose into Al2O3 and O2

or Al metal.
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µLi
(eV)

ratio of
NMC
111

ratio of
LLZO

Rxn. E.
(meV
/atom)

Mutual
Rxn. E.
(meV
/atom)

Phase equilibria

0 0.43 0.57 -796 -81
La2O3, Li2O, ZrCo2,
ZrMn2, ZrNi3

-0.25 0.75 0.25 -1080 -29
La2O3, Li2O, MnCo,
Zr6Co23, ZrNi3

-0.5 1.00 0.00 -1156 0.00 Co, Li2O, MnCo, MnNi3

-1 0.53 0.47 -376 -27
Co, La2MnCoO6, Li2O,
Li6Zr2O7, MnNi3

-1.25 0.43 0.57 -270 -87
Co, La2MnCoO6, Li2O,
Li6Zr2O7, Ni

-1.75 0.43 0.57 -194 -155
La2MnCoO6, Li2O,
Li6CoO4, Li6Zr2O7, Ni

-2 0.43 0.57 -157 -151
La2MnCoO6, Li2O,
Li6Zr2O7, LiCoO2, Ni

-2.25 0.43 0.57 -139 -139
La2MnCoO6, Li2O,
Li6Zr2O7, LiCoO2, NiO

-2.75 0.43 0.57 -125 -125
La2MnCoO6, Li, Li2NiO3,
Li2O, Li6Zr2O7, LiCoO2

-3 0.43 0.57 -138 -138
La2MnCoO6, Li, Li2NiO3,
Li2O2, Li6Zr2O7, LiCoO2

-3.25 0.43 0.57 -156 -146
La2MnCoO6, Li, Li2NiO3,
Li2O2, Li2ZrO3, LiCoO2

-3.5 0.43 0.57 -202 -140
La2MnCoO6, Li, Li2NiO3,
LiCoO2, O2, ZrO2

-3.75 0.43 0.57 -291 -158
La2MnCoO6, Li,
Li(CoO2)2, NiO, O2, ZrO2

-4 0.43 0.57 -385 -168
CoO2, La2MnCoO6, Li,
NiO, O2, ZrO2

Table B.1: Stability of LLZO–NMC 111 pseudo-binary under µLi ranging from 0.0
to -6.0 eV.
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µO (eV)
ratio of
NMC
111

ratio of
LLZO

Rxn. E.
(meV
/atom)

Mutual
Rxn. E.
(meV
/atom)

Phase equilibria

0.00 0.43 0.57 -141 -141
La2MnCoO6, Li, Li2NiO3,
Li2O2, Li6Zr2O7, LiCoO2

-0.25 0.43 0.57 -160 -145
La2MnCoO6, Li, Li2NiO3,
Li2O2, Li2ZrO3, LiCoO2

-0.50 0.43 0.57 -213 -141
La2MnCoO6, Li, Li2NiO3,
LiCoO2 , O2, ZrO2

-0.75 0.43 0.57 -306 -160
La2MnCoO6, Li,
Li(CoO2)2, NiO, O2, ZrO2

-1.00 0.43 0.57 -400 -168
CoO2, La2MnCoO6, Li,
NiO, O2, ZrO2

Table B.2: Stability of LLZO–NMC 111 pseudo-binary under µO ranging from 0.0
to -1.0 eV.
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Appendix C: Li-ion migration in Al2O3

This appendix contains additional information on Li-ion migration in Al2O3.

Figure C.1: Defect calculations for α (left) and θ (right) Al2O3. VAl denotes an
isolated Al vacancy, LiAl corresponds to lithium substituted on an Al site, and Lii
corresponds to an isolated Li interstitial. The slope of the line denotes the defect’s
charge state. Lii is stable in the positive charge state (given by the slope of the line)
for all values of the Fermi level within the bandgap of α and θ Al2O3.
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Figure C.2: Example correlations investigated between migration energy barrier and
structural parameters of crystalline (orange) and amorphous (blue) Al2O3. Migra-
tion energy and energy barrier vs average Li-Al distance at transition state (Å),
average Li-O distance at transition state (Å), volume of transition state (Å3), O
coordination number, and number of nearest neighbors at transition state. See
Chapter 2 for a description of how each parameter was calculated.

Figure C.3: Concentration dependence in θ-Al2O3. a) NEB paths for a tet-tet hop
in cells with varying Li+ concentration in a range of x = 0.03 to 0.25 for x inθ-
LixAl2O3. NEB energy vs b) average distance to neighboring Al and c) site volume
for each Li site in path, for selected concentrations of x = 0.03, 0.09, and 0.19.
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Figure C.4: NEB for θ surface. a) Tet-tet migration path in surface orientation
with channels parallel to surface, b) tet-tet migration path in channels perpendicu-
lar to surface, c) energy barriers for surface orientations with channels parallel and
perpendicular to surface for tet-tet and oct-oct hops. For orientations of the sur-
face parallel to the vacuum layer, the channels did not distort and the migration
barrier did not change drastically compared to the bulk. In the perpendicular direc-
tion, channels were highly distorted and there was a corresponding increase in the
migration barrier.

Figure C.5: Snapshots of molecular dynamics simulations at 25 ps of simulation
time in θ-LixAl2O3, with increasing Li concentrations of a) 0.03, b) 0.06, c) 0.08,
and d) 0.125. Black arrows indicate Al3+ that has swapped with Li+ and migrated
into the channel, causing potential blockages for Li+ migrating in the b-direction.
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Figure C.6: NEB in amorphous Al2O3, comparing the same path without and with
an added Li in a nearby low energy site.

Figure C.7: Connected migration path in amorphous surface. The average migration
barrier for Li in the surface model was 1.08 eV (N = 18), similar to the average
migration barrier in the bulk.
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Figure C.8: NEB barrier of amorphous surface vs distance of transition site to
vacuum layer. Excluding three outliers (with Ea > 1.5 eV), the trend indicates that
NEB barriers are higher for transition states closer to the vacuum layer, suggesting
that structural distortions caused by the vacuum layer may marginally increase the
migration barrier near the interface.

Figure C.9: MSD of Li+ in amorphous surface for increasing Li concentrations of am-
Li0.09Al1.98O3 (1), am-Li0.19Al1.97O3 (2), am-Li0.28Al1.95O3 (3), and am-Li0.38Al1.94O3

(4).
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Figure C.10: MSD of Li-ions for γ-Al2O3 structures with different Li+ concentrations
and O2− vacancies, demonstrating minimal dependence of hopping events on O2−

vacancy concentration.

Figure C.11: Visualization and energy of NEB path across vacancy cluster in Al-
defected α-Li0.28Al1.95O3. The initial and final sites were obtained by visualizing the
hopping event in a MD simulation of the structure.
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Figure C.12: Migration path in amorphous Al2O3 for the same starting and ending
hops without (blue) and with added Al3+ vacancies (orange). Li concentrations are
the same for both paths.
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